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PREFACE

THIS REPORT MARKS the Volcker Alliance’s fourth comprehensive assessment of the bud

get practices of the fifty US states and provides an analysis of fiscal actions from fiscal 2015 

through 2019. During the period, many states took advantage of a recordlong economic 

recovery and growing tax revenues to strengthen their budget processes as well as their rainy 

day funds and other emergency cash reserves. While no one could have foreseen the public 

health, economic, and fiscal stresses caused by the onset in 2020 of the COVID19 pandemic, 

actions taken by states during the boom times for employment and gross domestic product 

left many better prepared for hard times than they were only a few years earlier.

Like Truth and Integrity in State Budgeting reports published in 2017, 2018, and 2020, 

this study grades states’ success in pursuing transparent and fiscally sustainable procedures 

as they attempt to keep revenues and expenditures in balance from the beginning to the end of 

each year. And as we did in the three previous reports, we gave states grades of A to Dminus, 

the lowest possible mark, for their practices in five building blocks of budgeting:

•  Budget forecasting, in which we evaluate how and whether states estimate revenues 

and expenditures for the coming fiscal year and the long term; 

•  Budget maneuvers, in which dependence on onetime actions to offset recurring 

expenditures is measured;

•  Legacy costs, in which we assess how well states are funding promises made to public 

employees to cover retirement costs, including pensions and retiree health care;

•  Reserve funds, in which the condition of general fund reserves as well as rainy day 

funds and rules governing their use and replenishment are scrutinized; and

•  Budget transparency, in which we examine the disclosure of budget information, 

including debts, tax expenditures, and the estimated cost of deferred infrastructure 

maintenance.

In this report, we also provide states’ annual budgetary grades for each of the five years 

covered and provide individual report cards for each state across the five budget categories.
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INTRODUCTION

THIS STUDY AND ACCOMPANYING state report cards are the result of comprehensive 

research on state budgets from fiscal 2015 through 2019. In the following pages, we review 

how successful states were in creating more sustainable budgetary practices in the wake of 

the Great Recession. One encouraging sign is that, on average, states showed steady increases 

in their annual grades in all five fundamental categories identified by the Volcker Alliance: 

budget forecasting, budget maneuvers, reserve funds, legacy costs, and transparency. While 

some of those gains will inevitably be surrendered as states face the exigencies caused by the 

COVID19 pandemic (see box), many of the improvements in budgetary practices have been 

enshrined in statutes and should prove more durable over the long haul. These budgetary 

foundations that states laid out in eleven years of economic growth will in no small measure 

help support their eventual recovery.

We published our initial examination of budgetary practices in 2015, Truth and Integrity 

in State Budgeting: Lessons from Three States, tracking California, New Jersey, and Virginia. 

We then began our scrutiny of all fifty states in 2017 in Truth and Integrity in State Budgeting: 

What Is the Reality? In that study and two subsequent studies, Truth and Integrity in State 

Budgeting: Preventing the Next Fiscal Crisis (2018) and Truth and Integrity in State Budgeting: 

The Balancing Act (2020), we drew attention to prevailing budgetary practices, identifying 

the strongest and weakest, and encouraged efforts to raise standards for all states. In this 

summation of five years of research, we continue to follow the mission we laid out in 2017: 

It is to highlight states with “practices that should be followed nationwide as much as it is 

to criticize those that fall short.”1

This report shows in greater detail the progress achieved over the entire study period, 

as well as areas that will need improvement when the pandemic retreats and the economy 

returns to a more normal trajectory. In the following chapters, we review states’ grades and 

trends in the five budgeting categories cited above. We also briefly review fiscal actions that 

states took in 2020 to close budgetary shortfalls caused by the pandemic, and present a set 

of state report cards containing budget grades and explanations of our assessments spanning 

fiscal 2015–19. In documenting which states met or exceeded bestpractice standards in the 

period and which fell short, we provide a baseline for future research that will examine how 

states are reacting to an environment that is far more difficult than the one they enjoyed little 

more than a year ago.
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The COVID-19 Shock and States’ Path Forward

ON JULY 1, 2019, the day fiscal 2020 began for 46 states,2 little did governors and legislators 

know what bad news awaited them just down the road. Most states had closed fiscal 2019 with 

rainy day funds at record high levels,3 and revenues were projected to grow by 3 percent in the 

coming twelve months.4 Then, COVID-19 arrived in the US, bringing the longest economic recov-

ery since 1857 to a sudden halt and creating revenue shortfalls from coast to coast. 

With the US economy in free fall as businesses and schools were forced to close, the 

National Association of State Budget Officers reported that thirty-five states were failing to 

meet projections for fiscal 2020 general fund revenues, despite three quarters of strong growth 

before the pandemic. Meanwhile, with COVID-19 infections and deaths rising, fiscal 2021 was 

forecast to show a 4.4 percent decline in general fund revenues, in spite of almost $3 trillion in 

federal stimulus funds.5

According to S&P Global Ratings, nine states saw their credit outlook deteriorate in the 

fourth quarter of fiscal 2020.6 Two more, Wyoming and Alaska, experienced rating downgrades 

because of lower oil prices.7 To help shore up their finances, at least twenty-one states closed 

budget gaps for fiscal 2020 and 2021 by withdrawing money from rainy day funds; those states 

include Nevada and New Jersey, which emptied their reserves. Particularly hard hit were states 

reliant on taxes on meals, entertainment, and travel. Soon after the pandemic struck, conven-

tions and conferences were canceled and airplane travel fell dramatically, with carriers’ losses 

estimated at over $35 billion in 2020.8 The damage was particularly severe in Nevada and 

Hawaii, where about 16 percent and 11 percent of gross state product, respectively, comes from 

the tourism, entertainment, and leisure industries, compared with 4 percent for the US as a 

whole.9 Both states were among the nine whose credit outlook declined in the last quarter of 

fiscal 2020.

Some states fared better. Those with graduated income tax rates, for example, found it 

easier to fund services in the pandemic because higher-income earners could work from home.10 

But the other major source of state revenues—sales taxes—was less resilient. Sales tax collec-

tions plunged 17.3 percent in the fourth quarter of fiscal 2020 year over year though the three 

prior robust quarters kept total sales tax collections for the year, roughly the same as they were 
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in fiscal 2019.11 Three states that tax groceries—Alabama, Mississippi, and South Dakota—were 

more protected than others. For example, Alabama’s revenue from sales taxes rose 4 percent in 

fiscal 2020 from 2019.12

States’ economic and fiscal pain was eased by the $2.2 trillion Coronavirus Aid, Relief 

and Economic Security Act, passed in March 2020,13 and the $900 billion for COVID-19-related 

spending in the Consolidated Appropriations Act, passed in December.14 Together they injected 

the equivalent of almost 15 percent of US gross domestic product into the economy in less than 

a year. The infusions of cash, along with a booming stock market and low interest rates, helped 

support consumer spending and sales and income tax revenues in some states and were par-

tially responsible for overall collections, which beat projections made partway into the budget 

year in states including California15 and New York.16

States went into the COVID-19 crisis buttressed by a decade of growth in rainy day funds 

and budget repairs that the recovery enabled. How they will fare in the next few years may 

depend on the impact of the $1.9 trillion American Rescue Plan Act of 2021, as well as on suc-

cesses in conquering the disease and a recovery in jobs and the US economy. In the recovery 

from the Great Recession, many states failed to heed budgeting best practices, including making 

actuarially determined contributions for pensions and retiree health care and limiting one-time 

budget actions that paper over current shortfalls at the expense of future generations. As states 

recover from the COVID-19-induced recession, they should pay close attention to the principles 

detailed in this report.
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CONCLUSIONS

AS IN PREVIOUS EDITIONS of Truth and Integrity in State Budgeting, we have graded states 

in five fundamental categories that are critical to their ability to maintain budgetary balance 

for the long term and for each year evaluated. For fiscal 2015 through 2019, states were graded 

on a scale of A to Dminus. (The Alliance does not issue an F mark; even the most fiscally 

challenged states have some budget practices worth emulating.) The areas of evaluation and 

principles underlying our assessments include the following:

Budget forecasting. States should adopt binding consensus estimates for revenues and 

make predictions about both revenues and expenditures for more than the next fiscal year. A 

oneyear estimate does little to reveal structural deficits that may burden subsequent bud

gets. States should provide explanatory details to support forecasts of revenue growth. The 

average grade in the category was C. 

Budget maneuvers. To avoid creating longterm structural deficits that burden future 

budgets, states should pay for expenditures with recurring revenues earned the same year. 

Budget maneuvers are states’ major tool for moving budgeted costs to the future or bringing 

expected revenues into the current year. By their very nature, such onetime actions may not 

be sustainable year to year, although some particularly challenged states, including Illinois, 

Kansas, New Jersey, New York, and Pennsylvania, consistently used maneuvers to balance 

budgets in the five fiscal years studied. The category average was B, with the use of onetime 

actions decreasing slightly nationwide amid the economic recovery. 

Legacy costs. States should consistently make contributions that actuaries recommend 

for public employee pension and retiree health care benefits. Those failing to make such con

tributions for longterm benefits are likely to see increasing pressure on budgets as the costs 

of paying off their longterm liabilities rise and crowd out spending for essential services. 

Grades in this category depended on states’ success in providing actuarially determined pen

sion and other postemployment benefits (OPEB) contributions, as well as on how adequately 

their pensions were funded. The average mark was C, with thirtythree states at that level 

or below. 

Reserve funds. States should enact clear policies for rainy day fund deposits and with

drawals and adjust fund levels for the historical volatility of their revenues. The average grade 

was B.

Transparency. States should provide the data that public officials and citizens need to 
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understand budgets. This includes online disclosure of budgetary information; public report

ing of the scope and cost of tax expenditures, such as exemptions, credits, and abatements; 

and reporting of the cost of deferred infrastructure maintenance. The average grade was B.

In 2015, Paul Volcker, the former Federal Reserve chairman and founder of the Volcker 

Alliance, observed that fiscal pressures on many states had encouraged them to “shift current 

costs onto future generations and push off the need to make hard choices on spending priori

ties and revenue practices.”17 While many states were able to strengthen budgetary practices 

during the recordbreaking US economic recovery that ended in 2020, shifting the cost of 

providing current services to the next year or decade remains as pressing a concern as ever.

As described in this and other studies published by the Volcker Alliance, the at least 
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$1.3 trillion in states’ unfunded liabilities for pension benefits for public workers is perhaps 

the largest example of such deferrals, as is the estimated $1 trillion worth of deferred main

tenance on publicly owned infrastructure.18 Pressure to maintain budgetary balance in the 

face of fiscal burdens resulting from the COVID19 pandemic may only accentuate states’ 

desire to engage in the costshifting practices that Mr. Volcker described. 

In previous reports, we have maintained that it would be easier for states to balance 

budgets transparently if they were to adopt the modified accrual form of budgetary account

ing instead of the cashbased method in general use. Because cash accounting recognizes 

budgetary expenditures only when bills are paid, governments can commit to spending yet 

declare budgets balanced by deferring cash outflows until checks are cut. Modified accrual 

accounting is more conservative. Used most notably by New York City after 1975, when it nearly 

declared bankruptcy, the technique requires recognition of promised payments when liabili

ties are incurred. The method is recommended by the Governmental Accounting Standards 

Board for municipal financial statements, including comprehensive annual financial reports. 

Adoption of modified accrual for budgeting would eliminate many onetime maneuvers and 

lead to genuinely balanced budgets.

Whatever accounting method states use, budgetary decisions should be informed by a 

broad array of data about the budget process and guidelines for sustainable fiscal practices. 

The five building blocks detailed in this report, as well as its predecessors, are a starting point 

for this informed analysis.
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AREAS OF ANALYSIS

GRADES ASSIGNED TO STATES in each of the five budgetary categories reflect their annual 

and fiveyear average performances for fiscal 2015 through 2019. On average, states were 

graded B in three areas and C in the other two. These are the categories in which the allstate 

average was B:

Budget maneuvers. While the overall mark was B, the record economic recov

ery buoyed tax revenues in the fiveyear study period and enabled seventeen 

states to achieve top A averages by largely avoiding the use of onetime actions 

to achieve balance. Only one state, Pennsylvania, was given the lowest grade 

possible, Dminus, for the study period.

Reserve funds. The recovery also helped many states strengthen rainy day funds 

and other emergency reserves. Seventeen won A averages and only two—Illi

nois and Kansas—averaged Ds because of policy deficiencies. None was graded 

Dminus. 

Transparency. A lack of reporting on deferred infrastructure maintenance costs 

held down states’ overall performance, with only three—Alaska, California, and 

Tennessee—averaging A marks for the period. Arkansas, which was penalized 

for its lack of comprehensive online budgetary disclosure, was the lowest

graded state, with a D average.

These are the categories in which the allstate average was C:

Budget forecasting. Grades were restrained by a lack of estimates prepared jointly 

by governors and legislators, as well as by an absence of longterm revenues or 

expenditures in many states during the study period. Only ten states averaged 

As, while three, Alabama, Missouri, and North Dakota, posted Dminus marks. 

Legacy costs. Trillions of dollars in funding shortfalls in public worker pen

sions and OPEB, mainly health care, weighed heavily on the category. Only 

seven states merited A averages. Seven received Dminus marks, the most in 

any category. 

Following is a discussion of the results in each of the evaluated budget categories.
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Budget Forecasting
Whether enacted annually or every other year, budgets should ensure that 

state governments maintain balance between the amount coming into the 

general fund and the amount going out. (Thirtyone states have annual bud

gets; nineteen use biennial ones.)19

Preserving budgetary balance can be difficult when states lack strong processes for fore

casting revenues and expenditures in the coming year or biennium and, ideally, for multiple 

future years. Inaccurate forecasts can force states to cut spending or increase taxes unexpect

edly or to resort to onetime actions to return the budget to balance. 

Though forecasting sometimes refers to revenues exclusively, estimating the spending 

part of the equation is equally important. For example, understanding the affordability of tax 

cuts, without depending on borrowing or onetime revenues to finance them, is contingent 

on the state’s ability to estimate and control expenditures. Equally important is being able 

to estimate the impact of changes in the nation’s economy on state finances. 

With these considerations in mind, the Volcker Alliance sought answers to four ques

tions about the way states estimate future revenues and expenditures. The average fiveyear 

grade for the states in this category was C. 

RESEARCH QUESTIONS WHY IT’S IMPORTANT

Does the state utilize a consensus 
revenue estimate for the forthcoming 
fiscal year or biennium in budget and 
planning documents?

Consensus revenue estimates are a projection of revenues developed in agreement 
between the executive and legislative branches, sometimes with input from outside 
economists or business groups. While this method may not produce forecasts that are 
more accurate than ones produced solely by the governor’s office, it reduces the risk of 
revenue forecasts being politically manipulated; focuses budgeting on a single, agreed-
on revenue figure; and helps policymakers concentrate on spending decisions.

Does the state provide a reasonable, 
detailed rationale to support 
revenue growth projections at time 
of the initial budget?

To help determine the validity of revenue estimates, it is important for states to disclose 
the methodology used in calculating the figures. For example, without knowing that 
estimates in energy-producing states such as Wyoming largely depend on severance 
taxes, the reasoning behind the forecasts is lost.

Does the state utilize multiyear 
revenue forecasts for at least 
three full fiscal years in budget and 
planning documents?

Revenues come mainly from taxes, fees, federal aid, fines, legal settlements, and 
returns on investment. It is only through a multiyear forecast that a budget shows users 
how stable the state’s revenues are. Such a forecast will indicate gaps that may appear 
when the current year’s budget is based on temporary revenue sources. A multiyear 
forecast will also reveal the impact of changes in tax law.

Does the state utilize multiyear 
expenditure forecasts for at least 
three full fiscal years in budget and 
planning documents?

States should carefully examine possible contributors to expanding or declining 
expenditures in future years. A long-term estimate, for example, might consider 
evidence that a slowing economy could lead to increases in Medicaid caseloads and 
strain a state’s fiscal stability. Such a scenario might suggest a need for spending cuts 
or tax increases to close future budget deficits.

BUDGET FORECASTING BASICS  When assessing a state’s budget forecasting procedures, Volcker Alliance researchers
considered these questions:
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States that showed improvements in this category include Texas. Since fiscal 2018, the 

Legislative Budget Board has been required to provide the information necessary to make ten

year forecasts for revenues and expenditures, a somewhat longer period than in most other 

states.20 Whether similar longterm projections continue will depend on the legislature’s 

evaluation of the new process.

As a result of changes like this, the annual average in this category for all fifty states rose 

from a C in 2015, 2016, and 2017 to a B in 2018 and 2019.
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GRADE (5-Year Average)
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Budget Maneuvers 
A basic principle of successful budgeting is to pay for annual operat

ing expenditures with revenues generated in the same year. Statutes or 

constitutional requirements in fortynine states mandate that budgets 

must be balanced, while Vermont does so by longstanding tradition. 

But the ebb and flow of states’ economic and budget cycles may push them to use budget 

maneuvers, or onetime measures, to cover shortfalls.

When revenues lag or expenditures grow unexpectedly, for instance, states may balance 

budgets by delaying the payment of recurring expenditures into future years or using debt 

to cover operating costs. One commonly used budget maneuver involves transferring cash 

from special funds into the general fund. Forty states used this technique in at least one of 

the fiscal years studied from 2015 through 2019. 

The Volcker Alliance posed twelve questions to gauge whether and how states used budget 

maneuvers. The average category grade for all states was B, with the use of onetime actions 

decreasing slightly amid the elevenyear economic recovery. 

For example, Colorado, which averaged a B in the category, deferred expenditures in 

2015–17 but weaned itself from the practice in the following two years. Louisiana, with an 

average of C, also showed improvements. In 2017, it used several tactics, including spending 

proceeds of a bond refinancing, to cover operating expenses. The state did not cover operat

ing expenditures with debt in 2018–19.
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RESEARCH QUESTIONS WHY IT’S IMPORTANT

Did the state successfully avoid deferring recurring expenditures, 
excluding those for capital projects, into future fiscal years from the 
current year?

The high costs of bridges, buildings, and other capital 
projects suggest that their expense should be spread 
over assets’ useful life by financing them with long-term 
bonds. But putting off recurring operating expenditures 
to a future year will only shift them to future budgets, 
making budgets ever more difficult to balance. 

Did the state successfully avoid temporarily shifting costs to 
counties, municipalities, school districts, or other governments or 
agencies, or avoid upstreaming cash from any such entity to the state 
if such shifting or upstreaming is not part of a regular agreement or 
process?

Did the state successfully avoid utilizing one-time transfers into the 
general fund from special funds to pay for recurring expenditures?

Did the state successfully avoid drawing down the rainy day or other 
budget stabilization reserve funds to pay for recurring expenditures?

Did the state successfully avoid drawing down the general fund 
reserve on a budgetary basis to pay for recurring expenditures?

Temporarily shifting costs from the general fund to 
other governments or agencies balances the budget 
but still leaves taxpayers footing the bill. One-time 
transfers into the general fund from special funds may 
be impossible to sustain, especially if the special funds 
are drained.

Did the state successfully avoid utilizing the proceeds of borrowing 
to pay for recurring expenditures? Are such proceeds counted as 
revenue for balancing the budget?

Did the state successfully avoid utilizing scoop-and-toss refinancing 
to raise funds for any current expenditures, including debt service?

Did the state successfully avoid diverting bond premiums (or 
other up-front cash flows generated during sales of bonds or other 
financial transactions) into the general fund or other general revenue 
account?

Did the state successfully avoid utilizing pension bond proceeds to 
make the annual required or actuarially determined contribution to 
any pension?

States should avoid using bond premiums, a form of 
borrowed money, for the general fund or using bonds 
to make pension payments. Other practices, hazardous 
for the same reasons, include using up-front funds 
derived from refinancings to balance current budgets or 
pushing debt costs into the future to free up revenues 
to pay current bills.

Did the state successfully avoid utilizing proceeds from material, 
nonrecurring asset sales (excluding routine disposals of surplus or 
outdated property) to fund recurring expenditures?

Did the state successfully avoid utilizing up-front proceeds or 
deferral of up-front costs on financial transactions to fund recurring 
expenditures?

Did the state successfully avoid accelerating tax or other revenues 
from a future year into the current fiscal year to fund recurring 
expenditures?

While assets can be sold to pay for recurring 
expenditures, there is no assurance that other assets 
will be available for such spending in future years. For 
example, government buildings that are sold may have 
to be leased back at taxpayer expense, or tolls may be 
raised if roads are sold through privatization. Paying for 
ongoing costs by accelerating revenues or using similar 
techniques can stress future budgets.

BUDGET MANEUVERS BASICS  When assessing a state’s budget maneuvers, Volcker Alliance researchers considered 
these questions:
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regular process; using proceeds of borrow

ings, scoopandtoss refinancings, divert

ing bond premiums into the general fund, 

or using bonds to make pension contribu

tions; or using asset sales or other upfront 

cash flows from financial transactions to 

the general fund or similar accounts. 

Budget Maneuvers
T h i s  t a b l e  c o n t a i n s 

assess ment of states’ use 

of a range of onetime 

actions to balance bud

gets for fiscal 2015 through 2019. States 

are graded on a scale of A to Dminus, the 

lowest possible mark, on their successful 

avoidance of such techniques. They include 

deferring recurring expenditures (exclud

ing those for capital projects) into future 

fiscal years; transfers from special funds to 

the general fund to cover recurring expen

ditures; temporarily shifting costs to other 

governments or agencies, or upstreaming 

cash from such entities that is not part of a 
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Legacy Costs
As growing revenues helped bolster revenues, the biggest fiscal issue that 

continued to confront states’ budgetary stability was the $1.3 trillion in 

unfunded liabilities that they had accumulated in public employee pen

sion systems,21 in addition to over $600 billion in obligations for other 

postemployment benefits (OPEB), primarily health care.22

Even though the stock market’s robust gains from 2016 to 2019 also assisted in increasing 

funding for retirement plans, any significant market retrenchment will inevitably produce 

more funding challenges. That is of special concern to states ranking low in the Volcker Alli

ance’s assessment of how governments are dealing with legacy costs when they attempt to 

balance their budgets. 

State and local governments have traditionally offered pension and other retiree benefits 

to attract and retain employees long term. Yet in weighing the need to fully fund pensions 

and OPEB against the need to maintain general fund spending on roads, schools, universi

ties, and health care, states may end up taking shortcuts to achieve budgetary balance. When 

they decide not to pay the full amount that actuaries deem necessary to fund the promised 

retirement costs of current workers, along with liabilities run up for past underfunding, states 

push those costs—plus interest—onto future generations.

With these considerations in mind, the Volcker Alliance sought answers to three ques

tions about the way states manage their legacy costs. The average grade for the states in the 

category was a C.

Some states have made progress. In 2017, for example, Georgia began funding its OPEB in 

RESEARCH QUESTIONS WHY IT’S IMPORTANT

Was the contribution to public employee 
pension funds effectively 100 percent of 
the actuarially required or determined 
(ARC or ADC) amount? 

State pension actuaries determine how much each government employer needs to 
set aside every year to ensure that sufficient assets are available to cover future 
pension benefits. If a state deposits less than the amount actuaries recommend, 
future government contributions are likely to rise, limiting states’ capacity to pay 
for essential services. 

Was the contribution to public employee 
other postemployment benefits (OPEB) 
effectively 100 percent of the ARC or 
ADC amount?

States have over $600 billion in unfunded OPEB retirement liabilities. These 
largely stem from promised health care benefits for retired public workers. While 
states are required to report OPEB liabilities, most pay for retiree health costs, 
when coverage is offered, on a pay-as-you-go basis. The result is that unfunded 
liabilities will grow along with the ranks of retired workers. 

Was the state’s pension funded ratio 
above 90 percent (for full credit) or 
above 70 percent (for half credit)?

Even though states may be making the ARC or ADC for pensions, many still 
have large unfunded liabilities built up from past years. A large accrued debt 
necessitates spending more on amortization each year. 

LEGACY COST BASICS  When assessing a state’s legacy costs, Volcker Alliance researchers considered these questions:
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line with actuarially defined contributions. In 2018, Minnesota benefited from an agreement 

with retired teachers and local government employees that helped cut the state’s unfunded 

pension liability by $3.4 billion.23 That helped bring its funding ratio from 63 percent in 2017 

to 82 percent in 2018.
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STATE

UNFUNDED 
LIABILITY 
(MILLIONS)*

PENSION 
FUNDED 
RATIO 2019

Alabama $16,993    69%

Alaska 7,394 67

Arizona† 27,467 64

Arkansas 7,144 80

California† 256,523 69

Colorado 25,394 65

Connecticut 36,196 46

Delaware 2,028 83

Florida 46,446 78

Georgia 25,912 79

Hawaii 14,169 55

Idaho 1,017 95

Illinois 145,322 39

Indiana 14,108 69

Iowa 5,963 85

Kansas 8,901 70

Kentucky 29,743 45

Louisiana 18,412 67

Maine 2,809 84

Maryland 21,558 72

Massachusetts 39,848 59

Michigan 41,413 61

Minnesota 15,309 82

Mississippi 17,771 62

Missouri 17,100 78

Montana 4,509 73

THE STATE OF STATE PENSIONS

STATE

UNFUNDED 
LIABILITY 
(MILLIONS)*

PENSION 
FUNDED 
RATIO 2019

Nebraska $1,187    93%

Nevada 13,649 76

New Hampshire 4,856 66

New Jersey 124,830 40

New Mexico 14,199 67

New York 8,762 96

North Carolina 13,243 88

North Dakota 2,544 70

Ohio 54,833 78

Oklahoma 7,920 81

Oregon 17,298 80

Pennsylvania 64,961 58

Rhode Island 5,558 56

South Carolina 26,005 55

South Dakota –11 100

Tennessee† 2,857 94

Texas 83,854 69

Utah 3,198 92

Vermont 2,575 64

Virginia 23,555 77

Washington 3,839 96

West Virginia 3,189 84

Wisconsin –3,224 103

Wyoming 2,770 77

US TOTAL $1,331,898 71%

US MEDIAN $14,139 72%
*Net pension liability, 2019.

†Pension funded ratio is based on Governmental Accounting Standards Board (GASB) Statement No. 25; those not noted are based on GASB 
Statement No. 67.

SOURCE  Bloomberg.
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Legacy Costs
This table contains assess

ments of states’ ability to 

meet promises made to pub

lic employees for pensions 

and other retirement costs for fiscal 2015 

through 2019. States are graded on a scale 

of A to Dminus, the lowest possible mark, 

on whether their contributions to public 

employee pension funds were effectively 

100 percent of the actuarially required or 

determined contributions (ARC or ADC), 

adjusted for any unfunded liabilities; and 

whether their contributions to any public 

employee other postemployment benefit 

(OPEB) plans were effectively 100 percent 

of the ARC or ADC.
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Reserve Funds
Rainy day funds—sometimes called budget stabilization funds—are an 

essential tool to help states weather the ups and downs of the fiscal cycle. 

Like positive general fund balances at the beginning of each fiscal year, rainy 

day funds contain cash purposefully set aside for states to turn to in fiscal 

or other emergencies. From 2015 through 2019, many states poured cash into these funds, 

putting them at an alltime high of $79 billion.24

The existence of a rainy day fund isn’t enough to ensure that it will be available to use 

when necessary, though. Setting conditions for withdrawals helps prevent elected officials 

from using these dollars to finance the politically popular program of the moment. Statutes 

or other rules about replenishing rainy day funds help ensure that they are refilled after they 

are tapped and that they keep growing until needed again.

It’s also helpful for states to tie rainy day fund deposits and balances to measures of 

revenue volatility. States that see wild swings in income are somewhat more likely to find 

themselves requiring extra dollars to help them when they are hit by nearly inevitable down

turns in revenues.

RESEARCH QUESTIONS WHY IT’S IMPORTANT

Were state reserve funds greater than $0 on the 
first day of the fiscal year?

Particularly in economic downturns, raising taxes or cutting programs 
can be politically and economically perilous. One alternative is to fill the 
gap temporarily with money retained in a general fund balance or rainy 
day fund. Doing so might allow a state to avoid even less sustainable 
one-time solutions.

Does the state have a policy (set by constitution, 
referendum, statute, or other formal rule) for the 
use of rainy day funds?

Without a clear policy governing the use of reserves, they can turn 
into slush funds to be spent at legislators’ whim. States should have 
policies governing when and how reserves can be tapped for natural 
disasters and when the economy slumps, tax revenues drop, and rising 
unemployment creates higher demand for state services.

Does the state have a policy (set by constitution, 
referendum, statute, or other formal rule) for the 
replenishment of rainy day funds?

If rainy day funds are used to help deal with emergencies, unexpected 
expenses, or revenue shortfalls, states need to follow guidelines to 
ensure that the cash is replaced. Without replenishment policies, states 
risk facing the next economic downturn with minimal financial cushion 
to help sustain operations.

Is the state’s targeted rainy day fund balance 
specifically tied to the historical trend of revenue 
volatility?

Are deposits into the state’s rainy day fund 
specifically tied to the historical trend of revenue 
volatility?

States with less volatile revenues can sensibly establish smaller 
reserves than those in which revenue fluctuations are more frequent 
and more dramatic.

RAINY DAY FUND BASICS  When assessing a state’s rainy day funds and budgetary reserves, Volcker Alliance 
researchers considered these questions:
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With these considerations in mind, the Volcker Alliance sought answers to a series of 

questions about the way states manage their rainy day funds. The average fiveyear grade for 

the states in this category was a B. 

North Carolina, with a fiveyear B average in this category, showed some of the most 

dramatic improvement. In 2018, it began to provide guidance for withdrawing money from its 

Savings Reserve Account, in addition to tying rainy day fund deposits to revenue volatility.25 

As a result, its grade rose to an A in 2018 and 2019 from a C in each of the previous three years. 
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RESERVE FUNDS
This table contains assess

ments of states’ balances 

and policies for reserve funds 

for fiscal 2015 through 2019. 

States are graded on a scale of A to Dminus, 

the lowest possible mark, on whether they 

had policies (set by constitution, referen
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Transparency
States must disclose more than revenues and expenditures for policymakers, 

advocates, and citizens to understand the risks to fiscal stability that states 

may face in years to come. Consolidated websites containing an array of dis

closures are perhaps the most important way a state can offer a full range of 

data necessary to interpret budgets. Arkansas is the lone state lacking this vital communi

cation platform. But while states averaged a B in transparency for fiscal 2015 through 2019, 

many still have room to improve the quantity and quality of budgetary information provided 

to the public. To measure states’ commitment to budgetary transparency, the Volcker Alli

ance sought answers to four questions.

Among transparency actions investigated were tax expenditures. While they are often 

used to attract new businesses or exempt items such as food or clothing from state levies, 

tax exemptions, abatements, or credits may deprive a state of revenues that may be needed 

currently or in the future. While states should comprehensively disclose the nature and value 

of tax expenditures in budget or related documents, eight fail to do so regularly. 

Omitting deferred costs of maintaining infrastructure such as roads, bridges, and build

ings is another significant shortcoming. While every state provides tables to show how much 

has been borrowed, often for infrastructure projects, only five provided data on accumulated 

deferred maintenance costs as of 2019: Alaska, California, Hawaii, Illinois, and Tennessee.

RESEARCH QUESTIONS WHY IT’S IMPORTANT

Does the state have a consolidated 
website or set of related sites that 
provide budget and supplemental data?

Complete and useful information about a state’s budget and budgetary processes is 
critical for policymakers, policy advocates, and citizens. Much of this information is 
now available on government websites.

Does the state provide tables listing 
outstanding debt and debt service 
costs, as well as provide information on 
any legal debt limits?

Clear disclosure of the amount of a state’s debt is essential to understanding its 
fiscal health and the burden that borrowing may place on the budget. Excessive debt 
levels increase principal and interest payments, may lead to lower credit ratings, 
and squeeze the government’s ability to spend on education, infrastructure, or other 
needs.

Is the estimated cost of the deferred 
infrastructure maintenance liability for 
all the state’s capital assets disclosed 
in budget and planning documents?

Most states fail to disclose the estimated cost of deferred infrastructure 
maintenance. This is a liability like underfunded pension costs. While many 
governors have acknowledged the importance of spending more on infrastructure, it 
is difficult to persuade taxpayers and legislators that this is a critical issue as long as 
basic cost data are not included in budgetary or related documents.

Does the state provide an annual 
or biennial tax expenditure budget 
(or similar description) of the cost 
of any tax exemptions, credits, and 
abatements?

Many states use tax exemptions, credits, and abatements to attract or retain 
economic development and jobs; harmonize state and federal tax codes; or lower 
the cost of food, clothing, or other basic consumer goods. A dearth of data on such 
expenditures makes it difficult for policymakers to consider their benefits versus 
their costs.

BUDGET TRANSPARENCY BASICS  When assessing a state’s transparency, Volcker Alliance researchers considered 
these questions:
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TRANSPARENCY
This table contains assess

ments of states’ actions to 

promote greater transparen

cy of their budget and related 

information for fiscal 2015 through 2019. 

States are graded on a scale of A to Dminus, 

the lowest possible mark, on whether they 

had a consolidated website or set of related 

sites providing budget and supplemental 

data; provided tables listing outstanding 

debt, debt service costs, and information 

on any legal debt limits; disclosed the esti

mated cost of the deferred infrastructure 

maintenance liability for all capital assets 

as part of budget and planning documents; 

and provided an annual or biennial tax 

expendi ture report in budget documents 

or through other agencies. 
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FIFTY STATE REPORT CARDS 

THE REPORT CARDS THAT FOLLOW contain each state’s average grades in all five budgetary 

categories for fiscal 2015 through 2019, along with their annual marks. The report cards also 

contain explanations of the principal drivers of each state’s grades, as well as comparisons 

with results in neighboring states.
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ALABAMA Budget Report Card
ALABAMA’S EFFORTS TO AVOID deficit spending helped it win B 
averages for fiscal 2015 through 2019 in budget maneuvers, reserve 
funds, and transparency, but did not prevent the state from earning 
lower grades in two other categories.

Alabama is among a handful of states that use two separately 
financed budgets for operating expenditures, a practice established 
in 1927. Its general fund is relatively small, supporting programs 
such as Medicaid, public health, and courts, and receiving about 
20 percent of state tax revenue from sources including levies on oil 
and gas production and on cigarettes. Income and sales taxes flow 
into an education fund, which is over three times the size of the 
general fund. When revenues fall short of estimates in either area, 

the governor must cut spending in affected funds.
Over the five years studied, Alabama’s use of budget maneuvers—or onetime revenue or 

expenditure decisions—was modest for the education and general funds. The state’s B average in 
the category resulted from revenue shifts in 2015–18, including $146 million borrowed in 2015 from 
the Alabama Trust Fund, which captures revenues from sales of offshore drilling rights and royalties 
on natural gas production. 

The state’s education rainy day and budget stabilization funds and its General Fund Rainy Day 
Account have disbursement and replenishment policies. The combined reserve totaled $848 million 
in 2019, equivalent to 9.7 percent of combined general fund and education expenditures. Even with 
the cash cushion, Alabama averaged a B in reserve funds, missing an A because it does not connect 
funding policies with historical revenue volatility.

In budget forecasting, Alabama was one of only three states averaging a Dminus, the lowest 
possible grade. The governor and legislature do not use the consensus method to establish revenue 
estimates; projections for revenues or expenditures fail to extend beyond the current budget; and 
information to explain revenue forecasts is lacking in budget documents.
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EAST SOUTH CENTRAL STATES SIDE BY SIDE: Five-Year Average Grades, Fiscal 2015–19

NOTE  States are grouped by US Census Bureau divisions. 

Average grades are based on annual numerical scores. For more information, download Truth and Integrity in State Budgeting: Preparing for the 
Storm at VolckerAlliance.org.  © 2021 VOLCKER ALLIANCE INC.

http://www.volckeralliance.org
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BUDGET FORECASTING evaluates whether and how states estimated longterm revenue and expenditure trends. 
BUDGET MANEUVERS evaluates whether states used onetime revenues, borrowings, asset sales, and other measures 
to achieve shortterm budgetary balance. LEGACY COSTS evaluates whether states provided adequate funding, as 
defined by retirement system actuaries, for pensions and other promised retirement benefits for public workers. 
RESERVE FUNDS evaluates states’ rainy day funds and other fiscal reserves, as well as any policies governing their 
use and replenishment. TRANSPARENCY evaluates the accessibility to the public of states’ budget practices. 
* SOURCE  Bloomberg. © 2021 VOLCKER ALLIANCE INC.
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ALASKA Budget Report Card
TAXES AND ROYALTIES on crude oil production gener
ate as much as 90 percent of Alaska’s unrestricted general 
fund revenues. The uncertainty of oil prices upon which it 
depends gives the state one of the nation’s most volatile 
income streams. During the study period, from fiscal 2015 
through 2019, crude prices nearly doubled, to $73 per barrel, 
before starting a long slide that lasted well into 2020. The 
wild price swings have made budgeting difficult in Alaska, 
which has no personal income or sales taxes to offset energy 
price dips.

The volatility has led Alaska to rely on budget maneu
vers to achieve balance when times are tight; its use of those 

onetime actions has garnered the state a C average in the category. Among tactics used in 2019 were 
delaying Medicaid reimbursements and disbursements of tax credits for oil and gas exploration.

Its top A average for reserve funds reflects the flush coffers that enabled the state to finance 
budget maneuvers. Though the combined balance in Alaska’s Statutory Budget Reserve and Con
stitutional Budget Reserve declined from $10.4 billion in 2015 to $2.3 billion in 2019, the total was 
still far higher than other states’ reserves, representing 46.8 percent of general fund expenditures. 
The state also boasts strong policies for governing the disbursement and replenishment of reserve 
funds, and it considers historical revenue volatility in managing reserves. 

Alaska averaged a B in budget forecasting. It does not use the consensus method of revenue esti
mation, but it has an unusually long financial period—ten years—for expenditure and revenue forecasts. 
While volatility makes it difficult to produce accurate projections, the longterm outlook provides 
important information for budgetary options in a volatile revenue environment. Alaska won an A in 
transparency and was one of only five states to report deferred infrastructure maintenance costs in 2019.
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PACIFIC STATES SIDE BY SIDE: Five-Year Average Grades, Fiscal 2015–19

NOTE  States are grouped by US Census Bureau divisions. 

Average grades are based on annual numerical scores. For more information, download Truth and Integrity in State Budgeting: Preparing for the 
Storm at VolckerAlliance.org.  © 2021 VOLCKER ALLIANCE INC.

http://www.volckeralliance.org
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BUDGET FORECASTING evaluates whether and how states estimated longterm revenue and expenditure trends. 
BUDGET MANEUVERS evaluates whether states used onetime revenues, borrowings, asset sales, and other measures 
to achieve shortterm budgetary balance. LEGACY COSTS evaluates whether states provided adequate funding, as 
defined by retirement system actuaries, for pensions and other promised retirement benefits for public workers. 
RESERVE FUNDS evaluates states’ rainy day funds and other fiscal reserves, as well as any policies governing their 
use and replenishment. TRANSPARENCY evaluates the accessibility to the public of states’ budget practices. 
* SOURCE  Bloomberg. © 2021 VOLCKER ALLIANCE INC.
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ARIZONA Budget Report Card
ARIZONA’S C AVERAGE in budget maneuvers for fiscal 2015 through 2019 
shows that the state has failed to wean itself from practices that push recur
ring expenditures into the future to achieve balance. The state began rolling 
over payments to school districts about a dozen years ago and did not cease 
doing so in the study period, which contributed to its C average in budget 
maneuvers. The maneuver shifted about $931 million of scheduled spending 
from fiscal 2018 into fiscal 2019 and deferred the same amount again from 
2019 to 2020. Another frequently used maneuver: shifting revenues from 
special funds to the general fund to maintain balance. In 2019, Arizona 
made $204 million of such transfers.

The state also posted a C average in legacy costs, which includes fund
ing of public worker pensions and other postemployment benefits (OPEB), primarily health care. 
Over the five years studied, Arizona made an actuarially determined OPEB contribution only once, 
in 2015. Its 2019 pension funding ratio was 64 percent, 7 points below the total for all states. 

In contrast, solid reserve fund policies earned Arizona its sole top A average. It is one of twenty 
states to consider revenue volatility in the policies that guide its Budget Stabilization Fund. Ari
zona’s two B averages were in budget forecasting and transparency. In the former, it failed to use the 
consensus method of revenue forecasting:  Although the state’s Joint Legislative Budget Committee 
produces revenue projections, the governor and legislature are not required to accept them.
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Average grades are based on annual numerical scores. For more information, download Truth and Integrity in State Budgeting: Preparing for the 
Storm at VolckerAlliance.org.  © 2021 VOLCKER ALLIANCE INC.
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BUDGET FORECASTING evaluates whether and how states estimated longterm revenue and expenditure trends. 
BUDGET MANEUVERS evaluates whether states used onetime revenues, borrowings, asset sales, and other measures 
to achieve shortterm budgetary balance. LEGACY COSTS evaluates whether states provided adequate funding, as 
defined by retirement system actuaries, for pensions and other promised retirement benefits for public workers. 
RESERVE FUNDS evaluates states’ rainy day funds and other fiscal reserves, as well as any policies governing their 
use and replenishment. TRANSPARENCY evaluates the accessibility to the public of states’ budget practices. 
* SOURCE  Bloomberg. © 2021 VOLCKER ALLIANCE INC.
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ARKANSAS Budget Report Card
ARKANSAS STANDS APART from most states in its poor grades 
for budget transparency in fiscal 2015 through 2019. Its cat
egory average of D, the secondlowest mark, reflects its position 
as the only state that fails to present budgetary material on a 
consolidated website. The shortcoming deprives legislators, 
residents, and other interested parties of the clear display of 
budgetary information needed to guide decisionmaking. The 
transparency grade was tempered slightly by Arkansas’s effort 
to report on tax expenditures beginning in 2018, when it first 
provided information about business incentives and credits. 

The next year, a new state law required biennial reporting of the costs of any income or sales and use 
tax exemptions, discounts, credits, and deductions. 

Another category in which Arkansas is nearly alone is reserve funds, because it lacks policies 
for replenishing its rainy day account after drawdowns. Only Kansas has the same shortcoming. This 
deficiency limited Arkansas’s average grade for reserve funds to a C. It is also one of only six states 
to have had less than $200 million in its rainy day account in 2019, and the Long Term Reserve Fund 
was empty in 2015 and 2016.

Like twentysix other states, Arkansas failed to make actuarially determined annual contribu
tions for other postemployment benefits (OPEB), mostly health care. As a result, although its public 
worker pensions were funded at 80 percent in 2019, 9 percentage points above the total for all states, 
Arkansas averaged a C in legacy costs.

The state’s sole top A average was in budget maneuvers. While it shifted rainy day fund assets 
into its highway fund in 2019—a onetime action designed to help the account get federal matching 
dollars—the maneuver was not large enough to diminish its average.
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Storm at VolckerAlliance.org.  © 2021 VOLCKER ALLIANCE INC.
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BUDGET FORECASTING evaluates whether and how states estimated longterm revenue and expenditure trends. 
BUDGET MANEUVERS evaluates whether states used onetime revenues, borrowings, asset sales, and other measures 
to achieve shortterm budgetary balance. LEGACY COSTS evaluates whether states provided adequate funding, as 
defined by retirement system actuaries, for pensions and other promised retirement benefits for public workers. 
RESERVE FUNDS evaluates states’ rainy day funds and other fiscal reserves, as well as any policies governing their 
use and replenishment. TRANSPARENCY evaluates the accessibility to the public of states’ budget practices. 
* SOURCE  Bloomberg. © 2021 VOLCKER ALLIANCE INC.

ARKANSAS Budget Report Card, Fiscal 2015–19
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CALIFORNIA Budget Report Card
CALIFORNIA BEGAN A MASSIVE fiscal turnaround in 
2015, when it paid off the last of the $15 billion in bonds it 
issued in 2004 to help cover a $35 billion budget shortfall. 
The improvement helped the nation’s mostpopulous state 
achieve A or B budgetary averages in all but one category for 
2015 through 2019. 

In reserve funds, California was among seventeen 
states winning A averages. The state was first credited with 
linking revenue volatility to reserve fund policies in 2016, 
after voters approved a constitutional requirement to set 
aside deposits equal to 1.5 percent of general fund revenues 
plus any capital gains tax proceeds exceeding 8 percent of 

general revenues. As of fiscal 2019, the state had $21 billion in its reserve funds, equivalent to 15 percent 
of general fund expenditures—potentially enough to weather a recession with minimal program cuts. 

California was also one of seventeen states scoring an A average in budget maneuvers. From 
2015 through 2019, it avoided common measures of masking budgetary imbalances, such as defer
ring expenditures, shifting revenues or costs, using debt to cover operating costs, or tapping other 
onetime revenues to support ongoing spending. 

The one exception to its high marks was the legacy costs category, in which California aver
aged a D despite a decade of economic recovery. In 2018–19, the state failed to pay the actuarially 
determined contributions for public employee pension plans and other postemployment benefits 
(OPEB), primarily health care. Its pension funding ratio was 69 percent in 2019, 2 percentage points 
below the total for all states. 
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BUDGET FORECASTING evaluates whether and how states estimated longterm revenue and expenditure trends. 
BUDGET MANEUVERS evaluates whether states used onetime revenues, borrowings, asset sales, and other measures 
to achieve shortterm budgetary balance. LEGACY COSTS evaluates whether states provided adequate funding, as 
defined by retirement system actuaries, for pensions and other promised retirement benefits for public workers. 
RESERVE FUNDS evaluates states’ rainy day funds and other fiscal reserves, as well as any policies governing their 
use and replenishment. TRANSPARENCY evaluates the accessibility to the public of states’ budget practices. 
* SOURCE  Bloomberg. © 2021 VOLCKER ALLIANCE INC.
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COLORADO Budget Report Card
TWENTY YEARS AGO, Colorado’s state worker pension was 99 percent 
funded. But in following years the funding ratio slipped below 60 percent as 
benefits were increased, investment returns did not hit expected levels, and 
the state’s annual contributions fell short of those recommended by actuaries. 

These practices contributed to Colorado’s belowaverage pension 
funding ratio and to its D average in legacy costs for fiscal 2015 through 2019. 
But legislators set the stage for improvement in 2018, when they began to 
phase in hikes in the retirement age for future retirees, increases in annual 
contributions for employers and workers, and reductions in costofliving 
benefit raises. These steps helped raise the pension funding ratio from 59 
percent in 2018 to 65 percent in 2019. What saved Colorado from a bottom

dwelling Dminus average was its funding of other postemployment benefits (OPEB), primarily health 
care, in line with actuarial recommendations in all five years studied.  

While Colorado failed to receive an A average in any area, it took Bs in budget maneuvers, reserve 
funds, and transparency. In budget maneuvers, the state lessened use of onetime actions to achieve 
balance. For example, in 2018, its university system stopped relying on a oneday shift in payroll 
obligations from one fiscal year to the next, the practice followed in 2015–17. 

Although Colorado does not have an official rainy day fund, it has policies similar to those in 
other states for using and replenishing general fund balance. It does not consider revenue volatility 
in policies governing the fund balance, however, a shortcoming shared by twentynine other states.
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BUDGET FORECASTING evaluates whether and how states estimated longterm revenue and expenditure trends. 
BUDGET MANEUVERS evaluates whether states used onetime revenues, borrowings, asset sales, and other measures 
to achieve shortterm budgetary balance. LEGACY COSTS evaluates whether states provided adequate funding, as 
defined by retirement system actuaries, for pensions and other promised retirement benefits for public workers. 
RESERVE FUNDS evaluates states’ rainy day funds and other fiscal reserves, as well as any policies governing their 
use and replenishment. TRANSPARENCY evaluates the accessibility to the public of states’ budget practices. 
* SOURCE  Bloomberg. © 2021 VOLCKER ALLIANCE INC.
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CONNECTICUT Budget Report Card
CONNECTICUT’S ROBUST budget forecasting procedures for fiscal 
2015 through 2019 merited an A average, making it one of only ten 
states to achieve the top mark in the category.  

The state’s consensus revenue estimating process requires the 
governor and legislature to agree on projections and the reasoning 
behind them each November, with updates, if necessary, in January 
and April. The executive branch supports the estimates with analyses 
of economic indicators and sectors prepared by the Office of Policy 
and Management. This information is included in the state’s biennial 
budget. Connecticut also provides revenue and expenditure projections 
for three years beyond the current budget, a best practice. 

The state’s average mark in reserve funds was a B, reflecting 2017 
legislation that added consideration of revenue volatility to rainy day 
fund policy. The law provides that personal income tax collections 

over a certain amount be deposited into the Budget Reserve Fund, with a cap set at $3.1 billion for 
fiscal 2019. Its reserves are particularly important, as Connecticut has a volatile revenue structure 
due to its progressive income tax. 

In contrast to its budget forecasting and reserve fund marks, Connecticut averaged a D, the 
secondlowest mark, in legacy costs. These include public worker pensions and other postemployment 
benefits (OPEB), primarily health care. Its 2019 pension funding level was 46 percent, 25 percentage 
points below the total for all states. Only Illinois, Kentucky, and New Jersey had lower funding levels. 
Connecticut finances OPEB on a payasyougo basis rather than making actuarially determined 
contributions to finance benefits. 
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BUDGET FORECASTING evaluates whether and how states estimated longterm revenue and expenditure trends. 
BUDGET MANEUVERS evaluates whether states used onetime revenues, borrowings, asset sales, and other measures 
to achieve shortterm budgetary balance. LEGACY COSTS evaluates whether states provided adequate funding, as 
defined by retirement system actuaries, for pensions and other promised retirement benefits for public workers. 
RESERVE FUNDS evaluates states’ rainy day funds and other fiscal reserves, as well as any policies governing their 
use and replenishment. TRANSPARENCY evaluates the accessibility to the public of states’ budget practices. 
* SOURCE  Bloomberg. © 2021 VOLCKER ALLIANCE INC.
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DELAWARE Budget Report Card
DELAWARE’S REVENUE RECOVERY trailed those of many other states 
in the later years of the recovery from the Great Recession. In fiscal 2019, 
for example, revenues rose by 4.5 percent versus the national average of 
6.3 percent. Unlike some neighbors, however, Delaware was not tempted 
into using budget maneuvers to achieve balance. As a result, it was one 
of seventeen states to win a top A average in the category from fiscal 
2015 through 2019. 

Its avoidance of maneuvers was buttressed by the addition in 2018 
of multiyear expenditure forecasts to budget documents, giving it a B 
average in budget forecasting. Its lowest average grade was a C in legacy 
costs, which include public worker pensions and other postemployment 
benefits (OPEB), primarily health care. The mark reflected the state’s 
practice of funding OPEB annually on a payasyougo basis and not 
according to an actuarially determined amount. In contrast, Delaware’s 
pension was consistently funded in line with actuarial recommendations. 

Delaware posted B averages in reserve funds and transparency. Its policies for using and replen
ishing the Budget Reserve Account helped the fund grow by small amounts in each year from 2015 
through 2019, when it totaled $240 million, equivalent to 5.5 percent of general fund expenditures. Its 
shortcoming was a failure to link the fund to historical revenue volatility, an element also missing in 
twentynine other states. The transparency grade resulted from Delaware’s failure to report deferred 
infrastructure maintenance costs in budget documents, a shortcoming shared by fortyfour other states.
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BUDGET FORECASTING evaluates whether and how states estimated longterm revenue and expenditure trends. 
BUDGET MANEUVERS evaluates whether states used onetime revenues, borrowings, asset sales, and other measures 
to achieve shortterm budgetary balance. LEGACY COSTS evaluates whether states provided adequate funding, as 
defined by retirement system actuaries, for pensions and other promised retirement benefits for public workers. 
RESERVE FUNDS evaluates states’ rainy day funds and other fiscal reserves, as well as any policies governing their 
use and replenishment. TRANSPARENCY evaluates the accessibility to the public of states’ budget practices. 
* SOURCE  Bloomberg. © 2021 VOLCKER ALLIANCE INC.
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FLORIDA Budget Report Card
FLORIDA WAS A MODEL of consistency, with solid average grades in 
four of the five budget categories studied in fiscal 2015 through 2019. 

The state’s top A average in budget forecasting was buoyed by a 
longstanding process for consensus revenue estimating that includes 
the executive branch and representatives from both legislative chambers. 
Its expenditure forecasting is particularly detailed, with the Office of 
Economic and Demographic Research providing fiveyear projections 
of costs for social services, Medicaid, corrections, and other expendi
tures. Longerrange financial projections are also used to map out critical 
needs, forecast risks, and budget drivers.

Florida scored B averages in budget maneuvers, reserve funds, and 
transparency. The state eschewed most budget maneuvers—onetime 
actions to achieve balance—with the exception of shifting trust fund 
money into the general fund. In the reserve funds category, policies for 
withdrawing from the Budget Stabilization Fund and keeping it stocked 

are defined by law. Like twentynine other states, Florida does not consider revenue volatility in reserve 
policies. In legacy costs, including public worker pensions and other postemployment benefits (OPEB), 
primarily health care, the state averaged a C. Florida was among thirty states with annual funding in 
line with actuarial recommendations for pensions each year from 2015 through 2019. The pension 
funding ratio in fiscal 2019 was 78 percent, 7 percentage points above the total for all states. The 
state does not fund OPEB on an actuarial basis.
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BUDGET FORECASTING evaluates whether and how states estimated longterm revenue and expenditure trends. 
BUDGET MANEUVERS evaluates whether states used onetime revenues, borrowings, asset sales, and other measures 
to achieve shortterm budgetary balance. LEGACY COSTS evaluates whether states provided adequate funding, as 
defined by retirement system actuaries, for pensions and other promised retirement benefits for public workers. 
RESERVE FUNDS evaluates states’ rainy day funds and other fiscal reserves, as well as any policies governing their 
use and replenishment. TRANSPARENCY evaluates the accessibility to the public of states’ budget practices. 
* SOURCE  Bloomberg. © 2021 VOLCKER ALLIANCE INC.
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GEORGIA Budget Report Card
GEORGIA RECEIVED AVERAGE GRADES of B or higher for fiscal 2015 
through 2019 in four of the five categories covered. The one exception 
was its C in budget forecasting. Unlike twentynine states that use the 
consensus method of revenue forecasting, Georgia’s estimates are pro
duced by the state fiscal economist, who is appointed by the governor. 
Budgets built on the economist’s estimates offer no information about 
how they were calculated. 

The best showing in Georgia’s report card was its top A average in 
budget maneuvers. With a healthy economy and diversified tax structure, 
the state avoided common actions to achieve balance, such as shifting 
money from special funds into the general fund, deferring expenditures, 
or using other onetime revenues for recurring expenditures. 

The state averaged a B in legacy costs, including funding of public 
worker pensions and other postemployment benefits (OPEB), primarily 
health care. It provided annual pension contributions in line with actu

arial recommendations in all years studied but applied the same standard to OPEB only in 2017–19. 
Its pension was 79 percent funded in 2019, 8 percentage points above the total for all states. 

Georgia, which has withdrawal and replenishment policies for its Revenue Shortfall Reserve, 
averaged a B in the reserve funds category. Any general fund surplus at the end of the fiscal year must 
be added to the reserve, which held $2.8 billion, or 11 percent of expenditures, in 2019. Georgia does 
not consider historical revenue volatility in reserve fund policies.
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BUDGET FORECASTING evaluates whether and how states estimated longterm revenue and expenditure trends. 
BUDGET MANEUVERS evaluates whether states used onetime revenues, borrowings, asset sales, and other measures 
to achieve shortterm budgetary balance. LEGACY COSTS evaluates whether states provided adequate funding, as 
defined by retirement system actuaries, for pensions and other promised retirement benefits for public workers. 
RESERVE FUNDS evaluates states’ rainy day funds and other fiscal reserves, as well as any policies governing their 
use and replenishment. TRANSPARENCY evaluates the accessibility to the public of states’ budget practices. 
* SOURCE  Bloomberg. © 2021 VOLCKER ALLIANCE INC.
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HAWAII Budget Report Card
HAWAII WON TOP A average grades for fiscal 2015 through 
2019 in three categories: budget forecasting, budget maneu
vers, and reserve funds. It joined California, Idaho, Tennes
see, and Utah as the only states to collect three A averages.

In reserve funds, Hawaii was notable for clear stat
utes that govern the replenishment of its emergency and 
budget reserve fund. For example, at yearend, 5 percent 
of the state’s general fund balance must be transferred to 
the reserve when general fund revenues for two consecutive 
years exceed the previous year’s general fund revenues by 
that amount. This policy helped Hawaii amass a $378 million 
rainy day fund balance at the end of fiscal 2019, equivalent 

to 4.8 percent of general fund expenditures—up significantly from 2015, when the fund held $90 
million or 1.4 percent of expenditures.

Hawaii was one of seventeen states to earn an A average in budget maneuvers by avoiding one
time revenue and expenditure tactics to achieve balance. The state also received an A in budget 
forecasting. Consensus revenue estimates are produced by a panel whose members are chosen by 
the governor and legislative leaders. Revenue and expenditure projections cover six years.

In legacy costs, Hawaii received the lowest grade possible, a Dminus. That reflects pension con
tributions for public workers that trailed actuarial requirements, as well as a 55 percent funding level 
as of 2019. The state accelerated contributions for other postemployment benefits (OPEB), primarily 
health care, to 100 percent of actuaries’ recommendations in 2019 under a law passed six years earlier. 
Its B average in transparency reflected the inception of reports on deferred infrastructure maintenance 
costs in 2017 and on tax expenditures in 2018. While tax expenditure reports are common, only four 
other states—Alaska, California, Illinois, and Tennessee—publish similar infrastructure data.
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BUDGET FORECASTING evaluates whether and how states estimated longterm revenue and expenditure trends. 
BUDGET MANEUVERS evaluates whether states used onetime revenues, borrowings, asset sales, and other measures 
to achieve shortterm budgetary balance. LEGACY COSTS evaluates whether states provided adequate funding, as 
defined by retirement system actuaries, for pensions and other promised retirement benefits for public workers. 
RESERVE FUNDS evaluates states’ rainy day funds and other fiscal reserves, as well as any policies governing their 
use and replenishment. TRANSPARENCY evaluates the accessibility to the public of states’ budget practices. 
* SOURCE  Bloomberg. © 2021 VOLCKER ALLIANCE INC.
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IDAHO Budget Report Card
IDAHO IS A MODEL of budgetary conservatism. It was one of only two 
states—along with neighboring Utah—to win top A averages for fiscal 2015 
through 2019 in budget maneuvers, legacy costs, and reserve funds. 

The budget maneuvers grade reflects Idaho’s avoidance of onetime 
revenue or expenditure tactics to achieve balance. In reserve funds, the 
state has clear rules for tapping its budget reserve account, and the replen
ishment policy includes revenue volatility in calculating deposits. Idaho 
automatically places up to 1 percent of general fund collections into its 
rainy day fund whenever revenues rise by over 4 percent from the prior 
year. Its reserve fund was $378 million in 2019, equivalent to 11 percent 
of general fund expenditures, up from 8.3 percent in 2015.

Idaho’s legacy costs mark stemmed from its paying actuarially recommended annual contribu
tions for public worker pension plans, which in 2019 had a 95 percent funded ratio, 24 percentage 
points above the total for all states. Since the state has minimal obligations for other postemploy
ment benefits (OPEB), primarily health care, it is a reasonable budgeting practice for Idaho to pay 
benefits out of operating revenues rather than build reserves.

The one exception to Idaho’s outstanding performance is budget forecasting, in which the 
state posted a D average. Idaho eschews a consensus revenue forecasting process and relies instead 
on projections from the Department of Finance, with no legislative involvement. The state also 
confines its outlook for revenues and expenditures to the upcoming fiscal year.
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BUDGET FORECASTING evaluates whether and how states estimated longterm revenue and expenditure trends. 
BUDGET MANEUVERS evaluates whether states used onetime revenues, borrowings, asset sales, and other measures 
to achieve shortterm budgetary balance. LEGACY COSTS evaluates whether states provided adequate funding, as 
defined by retirement system actuaries, for pensions and other promised retirement benefits for public workers. 
RESERVE FUNDS evaluates states’ rainy day funds and other fiscal reserves, as well as any policies governing their 
use and replenishment. TRANSPARENCY evaluates the accessibility to the public of states’ budget practices. 
* SOURCE  Bloomberg. © 2021 VOLCKER ALLIANCE INC.
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ILLINOIS Budget Report Card
ILLINOIS WAS ONE of only two states—Kansas was the other—to 
receive average grades of D or below in budget maneuvers, legacy 
costs, and reserve funds for fiscal 2015 through 2019. Illinois posted 
D averages in budget maneuvers and reserve funds but a Dminus, 
the worst grade possible, in legacy costs, which includes public 
employee pensions and other postemployment benefits (OPEB), 
mainly health care. At 39 percent, Illinois’s pension funding ratio 
in 2019 was 32 percentage points below the total for all states and 
the lowest of the fifty. Illinois also failed to provide adequate OPEB 
funding. With a liability of $54.5 billion at the end of fiscal 2019, it 
delivers these benefits on a payasyougo basis. 

The state, which failed to enact a budget in 2016 and 2017, also 
consistently used onetime measures to pay for recurring operat

ing expenditures. They included deferring payment of vendor bills to future years, issuing bonds to 
pay down the bill backlog, and including assumed proceeds from a planned asset sale as revenues. 
In reserve funds, their D average reflects deficits in general fund balances, minimal rainy day fund 
balances, and a failure to link reserves to revenue volatility.

The one bright spot for Illinois was its B in transparency. The grade was buoyed in 2019 by the 
disclosure, for the first time, of at least $25 billion in deferred infrastructure maintenance costs for 
buildings, universities, roads, bridges, and schools. Only four other states make similar disclosures.
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BUDGET FORECASTING evaluates whether and how states estimated longterm revenue and expenditure trends. 
BUDGET MANEUVERS evaluates whether states used onetime revenues, borrowings, asset sales, and other measures 
to achieve shortterm budgetary balance. LEGACY COSTS evaluates whether states provided adequate funding, as 
defined by retirement system actuaries, for pensions and other promised retirement benefits for public workers. 
RESERVE FUNDS evaluates states’ rainy day funds and other fiscal reserves, as well as any policies governing their 
use and replenishment. TRANSPARENCY evaluates the accessibility to the public of states’ budget practices. 
* SOURCE  Bloomberg. © 2021 VOLCKER ALLIANCE INC.

ILLINOIS Budget Report Card, Fiscal 2015–19
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INDIANA Budget Report Card
INDIANA’S STRONG POLICIES for its CounterCyclical Revenue and 
Economic Stabilization Fund, which acts as a buffer against down
turns, helped earn the state a top A average grade in reserve funds 
for fiscal 2015 through 2019. The stabilization account is driven by a 
formula that calls for deposits when personal income in the state grows 
by over 2 percent in a year and that permits withdrawals when such 
income declines by the same amount. Indiana is also one of twenty 
states recognizing revenue volatility in rainy day fund policies.

The fund is not the only cushion. Indiana’s State Tuition 
Reserve protects school funding, and the Medicaid Contingency 
and Reserve Account assures payment of claims for health care. Bal
ances in the three funds in fiscal 2019 totaled $1.4 billion, equivalent 
to 8.8 percent of general fund expenditures.

Cautious budgeting practices also have largely protected the state from turning to expenditure 
deferrals, revenue or cost shifts, or other onetime methods of masking budgetary shortfalls. These 
practices helped Indiana win an A in budget maneuvers, despite a refunding of highway revenue 
bonds in fiscal 2017 that postponed nearterm principal payments until 2020.

Indiana’s two lowest averages were Cs, in budget forecasting and transparency. The forecasting 
grade was held down by multiyear forecasts that extend only through the upcoming biennial budget 
rather than the outlook of three years or longer considered a best practice. The transparency grade 
suffered from a lack of comprehensive, regular reporting on tax expenditures in 2015–17. Indiana also 
failed to report on deferred infrastructure maintenance costs. While its public worker pension funding 
ratio was 69 percent in fiscal 2019, 2 percentage points below the total for all states, its grade in legacy 
costs—where it averaged a B—benefited from actuarially based pension contributions and minimal 
other postemployment benefits (OPEB), principally health care.
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BUDGET FORECASTING evaluates whether and how states estimated longterm revenue and expenditure trends. 
BUDGET MANEUVERS evaluates whether states used onetime revenues, borrowings, asset sales, and other measures 
to achieve shortterm budgetary balance. LEGACY COSTS evaluates whether states provided adequate funding, as 
defined by retirement system actuaries, for pensions and other promised retirement benefits for public workers. 
RESERVE FUNDS evaluates states’ rainy day funds and other fiscal reserves, as well as any policies governing their 
use and replenishment. TRANSPARENCY evaluates the accessibility to the public of states’ budget practices. 
* SOURCE  Bloomberg. © 2021 VOLCKER ALLIANCE INC.

INDIANA Budget Report Card, Fiscal 2015–19
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IOWA Budget Report Card
IOWA’S CONSERVATIVE BUDGETING practices helped it achieve top 
A average grades for fiscal 2015 through 2019 in budget maneuvers and 
legacy costs. In four of the five years studied, the state had an unblem
ished record in avoiding any of the onetime maneuvers—such as special 
fund transfers or deferring expenditures—that many states have used 
to achieve balance. Only in 2017 did Iowa slip slightly: When the state 
faced a projected gap between revenues and expenditures, it enacted 
$25.1 million in special fund transfers to the general fund as part of that 
year’s budget. 

In legacy costs, Iowa’s annual contributions to its public worker 
pension were aligned consistently with actuarial recommendations; 

in 2019, its pension funding ratio was 85 percent, 14 percentage points above the total for all states. 
Iowa’s minimal retiree health care offerings mean that its liability for other postemployment benefits 
(OPEB), primarily health care, was too small to factor into its grade in the category.

Iowa’s C average in transparency reflected a failure to report on tax expenditures annually or 
biennially—something fortytwo other states do. The most recent tax expenditure report was dated 
2015. Its C in budget forecasting stemmed from its short horizon for revenue forecasts, which cover 
only two years. Thirtytwo states have projections that look ahead for three years or more. Iowa 
budget documents also lack explanations to support projections of revenue growth.
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BUDGET FORECASTING evaluates whether and how states estimated longterm revenue and expenditure trends. 
BUDGET MANEUVERS evaluates whether states used onetime revenues, borrowings, asset sales, and other measures 
to achieve shortterm budgetary balance. LEGACY COSTS evaluates whether states provided adequate funding, as 
defined by retirement system actuaries, for pensions and other promised retirement benefits for public workers. 
RESERVE FUNDS evaluates states’ rainy day funds and other fiscal reserves, as well as any policies governing their 
use and replenishment. TRANSPARENCY evaluates the accessibility to the public of states’ budget practices. 
* SOURCE  Bloomberg. © 2021 VOLCKER ALLIANCE INC.

IOWA Budget Report Card, Fiscal 2015–19
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KANSAS Budget Report Card
KANSAS WAS THE ONLY STATE to receive D averages for fiscal 2015 
through 2019 in four out of five budgetary categories covered. Its best 
mark—B in transparency—reflected generally good practices save for a 
lack of disclosure of deferred infrastructure maintenance costs.

Kansas was penalized in evaluations of budget forecasting for 
its lack of disclosure of longterm revenue and expenditure forecasts. 
Instead, the state provides estimates only for the year covered by the 
budget. In reserve funds, Kansas showed good intentions, but a lack of 
followthrough hurt its grade. The state established a Budget Stabili
zation Fund in 2016, with a launch set for the beginning of fiscal 2019. 
But it had yet to deposit anything into the new rainy day account by 

the end of the year. Moreover, as of 2019, Kansas was the only state that had not set guidelines for 
fund use or replenishment. 

While its D average in legacy costs reflected years of annual public employee pension contri
butions below actuarially recommended levels, Kansas did show some improvement in its pension 
funding ratio: It rose to 70 percent in 2019, 1 percentage point below the total for all states that year. 
In contrast, its 65 percent funding ratio in 2015 was 7 percentage points below that year’s total. The 
legacy costs category includes other postemployment benefits (OPEB), primarily health care. Since 
Kansas has minimal obligations for such for them, however, it is a reasonable budgeting practice for 
it to pay benefits out of operating revenues rather than build reserves. 

Kansas’s D average in budget maneuvers reflected a recovering economy, and revenues that 
helped the state lessen the use of onetime actions to achieve balance.
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BUDGET FORECASTING evaluates whether and how states estimated longterm revenue and expenditure trends. 
BUDGET MANEUVERS evaluates whether states used onetime revenues, borrowings, asset sales, and other measures 
to achieve shortterm budgetary balance. LEGACY COSTS evaluates whether states provided adequate funding, as 
defined by retirement system actuaries, for pensions and other promised retirement benefits for public workers. 
RESERVE FUNDS evaluates states’ rainy day funds and other fiscal reserves, as well as any policies governing their 
use and replenishment. TRANSPARENCY evaluates the accessibility to the public of states’ budget practices. 
* SOURCE  Bloomberg. © 2021 VOLCKER ALLIANCE INC.

KANSAS Budget Report Card, Fiscal 2015–19
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KENTUCKY Budget Report Card
KENTUCKY WAS TIED with New Jersey in 2016 for having the worst
funded state pension, with only 31 percent of assets needed to meet 
obligations. By 2019, Kentucky’s funding level had risen to 45 percent, 
allowing the state to overtake New Jersey and Illinois at the bottom 
of the pack. Its progress resulted from reforms that pushed the state 
into aligning total annual contributions for five plans that make up the 
Kentucky Retirement Systems–as well as that for the separate Ken
tucky Teachers’ Retirement System—with actuaries’ recommended 
contributions. The improvements helped Kentucky achieve a C aver
age in legacy costs for fiscal 2015 through 2019. Even as it worked to 
lessen pension underfunding, the state consistently contributed to 
other postemployment benefits (OPEB), primarily health care, on an 

actuarially recommended basis.
Kentucky’s C average in budget maneuvers reflects frequent deferrals of recurring expenditures 

to achieve balance. Since 2012, the state has moved a portion of its payroll into the next fiscal year. 
It has also used money from special funds to shore up the general fund, as in a transfer of $310 mil
lion from the Kentucky Employees’ Health Plan to the general fund in the biennium that included 
fiscal 2019. 

The state’s average grade of C in reserve funds resulted from a lack of clear policies to guide 
when and how money set aside in its Budget Reserve Trust Fund can be used. Although Kentucky has 
a policy to replenish the account, it has limited its deposits and had just 1.1 percent of general fund 
expenditures in the rainy day fund in fiscal 2019. This left the state with the fourthlowest percent
age of expenditures in a rainy day fund among all states. 
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BUDGET FORECASTING evaluates whether and how states estimated longterm revenue and expenditure trends. 
BUDGET MANEUVERS evaluates whether states used onetime revenues, borrowings, asset sales, and other measures 
to achieve shortterm budgetary balance. LEGACY COSTS evaluates whether states provided adequate funding, as 
defined by retirement system actuaries, for pensions and other promised retirement benefits for public workers. 
RESERVE FUNDS evaluates states’ rainy day funds and other fiscal reserves, as well as any policies governing their 
use and replenishment. TRANSPARENCY evaluates the accessibility to the public of states’ budget practices. 
* SOURCE  Bloomberg. © 2021 VOLCKER ALLIANCE INC.

KENTUCKY Budget Report Card, Fiscal 2015–19
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LOUISIANA Budget Report Card
WHILE LOUISIANA FREQUENTLY resorted to budget maneu
vers to achieve balance for fiscal 2015 through 2019, a lessen
ing of reliance on onetime measures in the later years of the 
study period buoyed its performance enough to leave the state 
with a C average for the category. An increase in sales tax rates, 
combined with deep cuts in agency spending, helped reduce 
Louisiana’s use of maneuvers.

Still, in 2017 alone, Louisiana deferred $152 million of 
Medicaid reimbursements to future years; used cash gener
ated from a bond refinancing to cover operating expenses; and 

transferred money to the general fund from other funds. Over the next two years, the state continued 
to push Medicaid reimbursements into the future. 

Louisiana scored worse in legacy costs, averaging a D. While it provided annual funding for 
pensions in line with actuarial recommendations, its pension funding ratio of 67 percent in 2019 
was 4 percentage points below the total for all states. Louisiana also failed to make annual actuari
ally recommended contributions for other postemployment benefits (OPEB), primarily health care.

In contrast, Louisiana earned a top A average in reserve funds. As part of an effort to protect 
itself from the revenue swings that afflict states producing oil and natural gas, it has established solid 
policies for its Budget Stabilization Fund, including rules for disbursements and replenishments. 
The state also takes revenue volatility into account by tying deposits to the rainy day fund to excess 
revenues from severance taxes.
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BUDGET FORECASTING evaluates whether and how states estimated longterm revenue and expenditure trends. 
BUDGET MANEUVERS evaluates whether states used onetime revenues, borrowings, asset sales, and other measures 
to achieve shortterm budgetary balance. LEGACY COSTS evaluates whether states provided adequate funding, as 
defined by retirement system actuaries, for pensions and other promised retirement benefits for public workers. 
RESERVE FUNDS evaluates states’ rainy day funds and other fiscal reserves, as well as any policies governing their 
use and replenishment. TRANSPARENCY evaluates the accessibility to the public of states’ budget practices. 
* SOURCE  Bloomberg. © 2021 VOLCKER ALLIANCE INC.

LOUISIANA Budget Report Card, Fiscal 2015–19
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MAINE Budget Report Card
MAINE EARNED B AVERAGES for fiscal 2015 through 2019 in all five 
budget categories. Its most notable improvement over the period was in 
legacy costs, which includes public worker pensions and other postem
ployment benefits (OPEB), primarily health care. Maine started making 
actuarially determined OPEB contributions in 2017 and exceeded the 
actuarial sum by $9.4 million in 2018. The actions contrast with the 
twentyseven states that failed to provide actuarial OPEB funding. 
Also helping the grade was Maine’s 84 percent pension funding ratio 
in 2019, 13 percentage points above the total for all states.

The budget forecasting grade was buoyed by the state’s use of a 
consensus revenue forecasting process, multiyear revenue forecasts, 
and detailed explanations of revenue growth projections. It missed a 
top A mark by failing to provide multiyear expenditure forecasts.

The B average for reserve funds reflected the disbursement and 
replenishment policies for Maine’s Budget Stabilization Fund. The account grew steadily over the 
study period and contained $309 million in 2019, equivalent to 8.3 percent of general fund expendi
tures. The state missed getting an A because it did not tie its reserves to revenue volatility, a practice 
followed by twenty states.
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BUDGET FORECASTING evaluates whether and how states estimated longterm revenue and expenditure trends. 
BUDGET MANEUVERS evaluates whether states used onetime revenues, borrowings, asset sales, and other measures 
to achieve shortterm budgetary balance. LEGACY COSTS evaluates whether states provided adequate funding, as 
defined by retirement system actuaries, for pensions and other promised retirement benefits for public workers. 
RESERVE FUNDS evaluates states’ rainy day funds and other fiscal reserves, as well as any policies governing their 
use and replenishment. TRANSPARENCY evaluates the accessibility to the public of states’ budget practices. 
* SOURCE  Bloomberg. © 2021 VOLCKER ALLIANCE INC.

MAINE Budget Report Card, Fiscal 2015–19
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MARYLAND Budget Report Card
MARYLAND IS ONE OF TWELVE states to enjoy a top AAA bond rating 
from the three leading US credit rating companies. The rating indicates 
that the risk of default on the state’s general obligation debt is deemed to 
be low. Yet like its eleven peers, Maryland has weaknesses in its budget pro
cedures that may leave it vulnerable to fiscal shocks caused by recessions.

For example, in budget maneuvers—the use of onetime actions to 
plug gaps and achieve balance—Maryland received a C average grade for 
fiscal 2015 through 2019. In 2015–17 it used several maneuvers, including 
paying operating expenses with debt, and in 2018 it began to defer some 
recurring expenditures to future years. In 2019, the state put off a man
dated $15 million expense for its Program Open Space, which provides 
assistance to localities for development of recreational areas.

In legacy costs, which include public employee pensions and other 
postemployment benefits (OPEB), principally health care, the state also 
averaged a C. In the five years studied, Maryland funded OPEB in line with 

actuarial recommendations only once, in 2018. By contrast, the state made actuarially determined 
pension contributions every year from 2016 through 2019; its 2019 pension funding ratio of 72 percent 
was 1 percentage point above the total for all states.  In 2016 its pensions were 65 percent funded.

The state fared best in budget forecasting, with a top A average. It produces multiyear forecasts 
for expenditures and revenues, has a consensus revenue forecasting process, and provides explanations 
for revenue growth projections, including information about assumptions that went into the estimates.
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BUDGET FORECASTING evaluates whether and how states estimated longterm revenue and expenditure trends. 
BUDGET MANEUVERS evaluates whether states used onetime revenues, borrowings, asset sales, and other measures 
to achieve shortterm budgetary balance. LEGACY COSTS evaluates whether states provided adequate funding, as 
defined by retirement system actuaries, for pensions and other promised retirement benefits for public workers. 
RESERVE FUNDS evaluates states’ rainy day funds and other fiscal reserves, as well as any policies governing their 
use and replenishment. TRANSPARENCY evaluates the accessibility to the public of states’ budget practices. 
* SOURCE  Bloomberg. © 2021 VOLCKER ALLIANCE INC.
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MASSACHUSETTS Budget Report Card
IN ITS $41.3 BILLION budget for fiscal 2019, as well as in the four prior 
spending plans studied, Massachusetts relied on budget maneuvers—
onetime measures—to achieve balance, which resulted in the state’s 
earning a C average in the category.

For example, the state used bond refunding transactions in fis
cal 2019, structured with new repayment schedules that allowed it 
to forgo principal payments due in fiscal 2019 and 2020. The largest 
transaction refinanced $225 million in bonds maturing in 2019–20 and 
amortized them through 2027, with no principal due until fiscal 2021 
and the bulk owed after 2023.

The state also relied on other maneuvers, including expenditure 
deferrals, the transfer of special fund dollars to the general fund, and 
asset disposals to generate revenue. In fiscal 2017, the sale of the vacant 
Edward J. Sullivan Courthouse in Cambridge netted $30 million for 

operating expenditures. Massachusetts also failed to make actuarially determined contributions to 
its public employee pension plans in all years studied, which led to an average of Dminus, the lowest 
grade possible, in legacy costs. In 2018 and 2019, Massachusetts funded the state workers’ and teach
ers’ retirement systems at 73 percent and 75 percent, respectively, of actuarial recommendations. 
The state’s pension overall funded ratio was 59 percent in 2019, 12 percentage points below the total 
for all states. Massachusetts also failed to provide actuarially recommended annual contributions 
for its other postemployment benefits (OPEB), largely health care, for all five years.

The state fared best in the reserve funds category. Its funding policies were linked to revenue 
volatility, a practice deployed in nineteen other states, which earned Massachusetts a top A average.
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BUDGET FORECASTING evaluates whether and how states estimated longterm revenue and expenditure trends. 
BUDGET MANEUVERS evaluates whether states used onetime revenues, borrowings, asset sales, and other measures 
to achieve shortterm budgetary balance. LEGACY COSTS evaluates whether states provided adequate funding, as 
defined by retirement system actuaries, for pensions and other promised retirement benefits for public workers. 
RESERVE FUNDS evaluates states’ rainy day funds and other fiscal reserves, as well as any policies governing their 
use and replenishment. TRANSPARENCY evaluates the accessibility to the public of states’ budget practices. 
* SOURCE  Bloomberg. © 2021 VOLCKER ALLIANCE INC.

MASSACHUSETTS Budget Report Card, Fiscal 2015–19
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MICHIGAN Budget Report Card
MICHIGAN’S IMPROVING FINANCES from fiscal 2015 through 
2019 were reflected in a decline in the use of budget maneuvers, 
or onetime actions, to achieve balance. By 2018–19, the state had 
ceased practices such as shifting money into the general fund from 
the unemployment fund, as it had done in 2017. Michigan averaged 
a B in the category over the five years.

The state earned its highest grade—a top A average—in reserve 
funds. Its policies for disbursement from and replenishment of 
the Counter Cyclical Budget and Economic Stabilization Fund are 
spelled out in statute. Michigan is also among twenty states that 
incorporate revenue volatility in reserve fund policies. The state 
bases deposits into the fund on fluctuations in personal income, 
a broad measure of economic wellbeing that captures total earn

ings from wages, investment interest, and other sources. Using this measure allowed Michigan to 
build up its rainy day fund from $498 million in fiscal 2015 to $1.1 billion in fiscal 2019. The sum was 
equivalent to 11 percent of general fund expenditures.  

The state’s C in legacy funds reflects contributions for public worker pensions and other pos
temployment benefits (OPEB), primarily health care, which each fell below actuarially recommended 
sums in one of the five years studied. At 61 percent in 2019, the pension funding ratio was 10 percent
age points below the total for all states. 

In budget forecasting, Michigan earned an average of B. Its only shortcoming was its failure to 
forecast expenditures for more than one year. 
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BUDGET FORECASTING evaluates whether and how states estimated longterm revenue and expenditure trends. 
BUDGET MANEUVERS evaluates whether states used onetime revenues, borrowings, asset sales, and other measures 
to achieve shortterm budgetary balance. LEGACY COSTS evaluates whether states provided adequate funding, as 
defined by retirement system actuaries, for pensions and other promised retirement benefits for public workers. 
RESERVE FUNDS evaluates states’ rainy day funds and other fiscal reserves, as well as any policies governing their 
use and replenishment. TRANSPARENCY evaluates the accessibility to the public of states’ budget practices. 
* SOURCE  Bloomberg. © 2021 VOLCKER ALLIANCE INC.

MICHIGAN Budget Report Card, Fiscal 2015–19
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MINNESOTA Budget Report Card
UNTIL 2019, Minnesota did not fund state worker pensions in line 
with actuarial recommendations—a failure that kept it to a C average 
in legacy costs from fiscal 2015 through 2019. But that grade masks 
several improvements the state made in the last two years of the period. 

In 2019, annual pension funding was aligned with the actuarially 
determined contribution for the first time. In addition, a 2018 agree
ment with retired teachers and local government employees to reduce 
certain benefits helped cut Minnesota’s unfunded pension liability by 
$3.4 billion. While the state’s pension funding ratio was 63 percent 
in 2017, it rose to 82 percent in 2018 and stayed at that level in 2019, 
11 percentage points above the total for all states. The state has only a 

modest liability for other postemployment benefits (OPEB), primarily health care, and can safely 
fund them on a payasyougo basis. 

Despite shortchanging annual pension contributions before 2019, Minnesota did not defer 
current costs into the future in each of the years studied. By consistently avoiding a variety of one
time measures that other states routinely use to achieve balance, the state earned a top A average in 
budget maneuvers.

Minnesota also averaged an A in reserve funds, with solid policies concerning disbursements 
and replenishments for its budget reserve and cash flow accounts. Like nineteen other states, Min
nesota links historical revenue volatility and reserve fund policies. It had $2.5 billion in rainy day 
savings in 2019, an amount equivalent to 10.7 percent of general fund expenditures. 
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BUDGET FORECASTING evaluates whether and how states estimated longterm revenue and expenditure trends. 
BUDGET MANEUVERS evaluates whether states used onetime revenues, borrowings, asset sales, and other measures 
to achieve shortterm budgetary balance. LEGACY COSTS evaluates whether states provided adequate funding, as 
defined by retirement system actuaries, for pensions and other promised retirement benefits for public workers. 
RESERVE FUNDS evaluates states’ rainy day funds and other fiscal reserves, as well as any policies governing their 
use and replenishment. TRANSPARENCY evaluates the accessibility to the public of states’ budget practices. 
* SOURCE  Bloomberg. © 2021 VOLCKER ALLIANCE INC.

MINNESOTA Budget Report Card, Fiscal 2015–19
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MISSISSIPPI Budget Report Card
MISSISSIPPI’S MOST PROMINENT budgetary weakness is its lack 
of multiyear forecasting. Instead, the state estimates revenues and 
expenditures only for the upcoming budget year. The shortcoming 
left Mississippi with a C average in budget forecasting for fiscal 2015 
through 2019. In contrast, it won a top A average in budget maneuvers 
because it shunned most onetime measures to achieve balance. It 
engaged in such measures only in 2016 and 2017, when it withdrew 
$69.9 million and $82.3 million, respectively, from its rainy day fund 
to support general fund spending.

Known as the Working CashStabilization Reserve Fund, the 
rainy day account held $350 million in 2019—up from $295 million 
the year before. Mississippi has clear policies for fund withdrawals 

and replenishments but does not take revenue volatility into account when determining balances. 
That held Mississippi to a B average in reserve funds.

The state also received B averages in transparency and legacy costs. In the transparency category, 
Mississippi produces an annual report on tax expenditures, provides comprehensive budget informa
tion through a consolidated website, and, like other states, publishes tables that show outstanding 
debt. It missed an A mark because it does not report deferred infrastructure maintenance costs in its 
budget documents, a shortcoming shared with fortyfour other states. While Mississippi’s pension 
funding ratio was 62 percent in 2019, 9 percentage points below the total for all states, the state has 
consistently provided actuarial determined contributions to pensions and other postemployment 
benefits (OPEB), primarily health care.
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BUDGET FORECASTING evaluates whether and how states estimated longterm revenue and expenditure trends. 
BUDGET MANEUVERS evaluates whether states used onetime revenues, borrowings, asset sales, and other measures 
to achieve shortterm budgetary balance. LEGACY COSTS evaluates whether states provided adequate funding, as 
defined by retirement system actuaries, for pensions and other promised retirement benefits for public workers. 
RESERVE FUNDS evaluates states’ rainy day funds and other fiscal reserves, as well as any policies governing their 
use and replenishment. TRANSPARENCY evaluates the accessibility to the public of states’ budget practices. 
* SOURCE  Bloomberg. © 2021 VOLCKER ALLIANCE INC.
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MISSOURI Budget Report Card
MISSOURI IS A STUDY in contrasts. Though it got the lowest possible 
average grade of Dminus in budget forecasting for fiscal 2015 through 
2019, it also earned a top A average in budget maneuvers by avoiding 
the use of onetime measures to achieve balance. It is the only state to 
have such an extreme gap in grades in these two categories. 

Only two other states—Alabama and North Dakota—did as poorly 
as Missouri in budget forecasting. While it produced revenue forecasts 
via the consensus method in 2016 and 2019, it failed to do so in the 
other years studied. In 2017 and 2018, for example, the governor and 
legislature declined to accept figures produced by executive and legis
lative branch experts and University of Missouri representatives. The 

state also consistently failed to issue longterm revenue and expenditure estimates, with projections 
covering only one fiscal year beyond the budget period.  

The state scored a B average in reserve funds, missing an A because its rainy day fund policies 
failed to consider the volatility of the state’s revenues, a practice that was in place in twenty states 
in 2019. Missouri added small amounts to its Budget Reserve Fund each year. It held $651 million in 
2019, equivalent to 6.8 percent of general fund expenditures.

Missouri averaged a C in legacy costs, a category including public worker pensions and other 
postemployment benefits (OPEB), primarily health care. The mark reflected a failure to fund OPEB 
in line with actuarially determined contributions. The state has steadily provided annual contribu
tions for pensions in line with actuaries’ determinations, however, and its pension funding ratio was 
78 percent in 2019, 7 percentage points above the total for all states. 
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BUDGET FORECASTING evaluates whether and how states estimated longterm revenue and expenditure trends. 
BUDGET MANEUVERS evaluates whether states used onetime revenues, borrowings, asset sales, and other measures 
to achieve shortterm budgetary balance. LEGACY COSTS evaluates whether states provided adequate funding, as 
defined by retirement system actuaries, for pensions and other promised retirement benefits for public workers. 
RESERVE FUNDS evaluates states’ rainy day funds and other fiscal reserves, as well as any policies governing their 
use and replenishment. TRANSPARENCY evaluates the accessibility to the public of states’ budget practices. 
* SOURCE  Bloomberg. © 2021 VOLCKER ALLIANCE INC.
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MONTANA Budget Report Card
MONTANA’S ESTABLISHMENT in fiscal 2017 of the Budget Stabilization 
Reserve Fund—a critical buffer for a state dependent on volatile revenues 
from oil, gas, and coal production—helped overcome earlier underperfor
mance in the reserve funds category and allowed it to earn a C average 
for 2015 through 2019. The legislation that established the fund includes 
procedures for replenishment when revenues exceed estimates and for 
withdrawals, primarily for revenue shortfalls. The fund held $60 million 
in 2019, equivalent to 2.5 percent of general fund expenditures. 

Montana’s lowest average grade was D, the secondlowest mark, in 
budget forecasting. The state does not use a consensus revenue forecast, 
depending instead on estimates prepared by the legislature’s bipartisan 

Revenue Interim Committee. Montana’s budget projections extend only two years beyond the bien
nial budget, not the three considered a best practice in revenue estimating.  

In legacy costs, which include public worker pensions and other postemployment benefits 
(OPEB), primarily health care, the state averaged a C. Montana provides funding for its pension 
in line with the actuarially determined amount, and its 73 percent funding ratio was 2 percentage 
points above the total for all states in 2019. But the state does not fund OPEB in line with actuaries’ 
recommendations, paying for it instead on a payasyougo basis.

Montana received B averages in budget maneuvers and transparency. It mostly avoided one
time measures to achieve balance, although it did depend on savings in its general fund balance and 
use a limited number of special fund transfers to support general fund spending in 2016–18. 
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BUDGET FORECASTING evaluates whether and how states estimated longterm revenue and expenditure trends. 
BUDGET MANEUVERS evaluates whether states used onetime revenues, borrowings, asset sales, and other measures 
to achieve shortterm budgetary balance. LEGACY COSTS evaluates whether states provided adequate funding, as 
defined by retirement system actuaries, for pensions and other promised retirement benefits for public workers. 
RESERVE FUNDS evaluates states’ rainy day funds and other fiscal reserves, as well as any policies governing their 
use and replenishment. TRANSPARENCY evaluates the accessibility to the public of states’ budget practices. 
* SOURCE  Bloomberg. © 2021 VOLCKER ALLIANCE INC.
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NEBRASKA Budget Report Card
WITH NO STATE GENERAL OBLIGATION or revenue debt outstanding, 
Nebraska has taken a cautious approach to its public purse that has won 
it mostly high average budgetary grades for fiscal 2015 through 2019. 

In legacy costs, Nebraska’s 93 percent pension funding level as 
of 2019 and its consistent use of actuarially determined contributions 
helped the state earn a top A average for the period. Nebraska was one 
of only eight states with a pension funding level over 90 percent. To 
ensure adequate contributions, Nebraska rules require that any annual 
appropriation less than the actuarial recommendation be made up the 
following year. The state’s minimal retiree health coverage has left it 
with zero unfunded other postemployment benefit (OPEB) liabilities. 

While it allows retirees under the age of 65 to remain in the state health plan, it does not offer health 
benefits to retirees over that age.

The state also averaged an A in budget maneuvers because of its general avoidance of onetime 
actions to achieve balance. It did, however, move about $50 million from special funds, including 
the Department of Insurance Cash Fund, into the general fund in 2018 and 2019. Along with cuts in 
appropriations, the cash shifts were made in the face of unexpectedly low revenue growth rates. 

Nebraska’s lowest grade was a C average in reserve funds. While state policy keeps its reserve 
replenished by requiring that revenues exceeding a certified estimate be deposited in the Cash Reserve 
Fund Nebraska lacks similar formal policies for disbursing reserve dollars. It did dip into the account 
in 2018 and 2019 to close revenue shortfalls. 
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BUDGET FORECASTING evaluates whether and how states estimated longterm revenue and expenditure trends. 
BUDGET MANEUVERS evaluates whether states used onetime revenues, borrowings, asset sales, and other measures 
to achieve shortterm budgetary balance. LEGACY COSTS evaluates whether states provided adequate funding, as 
defined by retirement system actuaries, for pensions and other promised retirement benefits for public workers. 
RESERVE FUNDS evaluates states’ rainy day funds and other fiscal reserves, as well as any policies governing their 
use and replenishment. TRANSPARENCY evaluates the accessibility to the public of states’ budget practices. 
* SOURCE  Bloomberg. © 2021 VOLCKER ALLIANCE INC.
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NEVADA Budget Report Card
TOURISM IS NEVADA’S LIFEBLOOD, with 18 percent of general fund rev
enues generated by gaming and 29 percent from sales taxes. With no guar
antee that gamblers will flock to the state every year, Nevada would benefit 
from a policy that accounts for revenue volatility in the funding of its rainy 
day fund, the Account to Stabilize the Operation of the State Government. 
But it doesn’t have such a policy, and the lack of attention to volatility in 
managing the rainy day fund limited the state’s average reserve funds grade 
to B for fiscal 2015 through 2019. Even so, Nevada steadily increased fund
ing of the reserve. It was empty in 2015–2016 but rebuilt to $304 million 
by 2019, equivalent to 6.9 percent of general fund expenditures. 

The state averaged a B in budget maneuvers, generally shunning one
time actions to achieve balance save for transfers of money from special funds to the general fund. 

Nevada averaged a C in budget forecasting because it provides a revenue and expenditure outlook 
that covers only the years of the biennial budget. In legacy costs, the state improved public worker 
pension funding practices during the study period, making actuarially determined contributions in 
2016–19. That was not the case with other postemployment benefits (OPEB), primarily health care, 
which were not funded along actuarial lines for the entire study period. As a result, Nevada’s average 
grade in the category was held to a C. The pension funding ratio was 76 percent in 2019, 5 percentage 
points above the total for all states.
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BUDGET FORECASTING evaluates whether and how states estimated longterm revenue and expenditure trends. 
BUDGET MANEUVERS evaluates whether states used onetime revenues, borrowings, asset sales, and other measures 
to achieve shortterm budgetary balance. LEGACY COSTS evaluates whether states provided adequate funding, as 
defined by retirement system actuaries, for pensions and other promised retirement benefits for public workers. 
RESERVE FUNDS evaluates states’ rainy day funds and other fiscal reserves, as well as any policies governing their 
use and replenishment. TRANSPARENCY evaluates the accessibility to the public of states’ budget practices. 
* SOURCE  Bloomberg. © 2021 VOLCKER ALLIANCE INC.

NEVADA Budget Report Card, Fiscal 2015–19
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NEW HAMPSHIRE Budget Report Card
NEW HAMPSHIRE’S MIX of B and D average grades for fiscal 2015 
through 2019 reflects a state that carries out some budgetary practices 
relatively well and others poorly. Its D average in budget forecasting, 
for example, was driven partly by revenue and expenditure projections 
that failed to extend farther than the biennial budget. In 2018–19, New 
Hampshire also lacked explanatory information for its shortterm rev
enue growth projections in the governor’s biennial executive budget 
summaries or the monthly revenue reports from the Department of 
Administrative Services. 

The state’s D average in legacy costs, which include public work
er pensions and other postemployment benefits (OPEB), primarily 
health care, shows a disparity in retirement funding practices. While 
New Hampshire made annual pension contributions on an actuarial 
basis, it did not do so for OPEB, which had a net liability of $1.8 billion 

as of June 30, 2019. That year, New Hampshire’s pension funding ratio was 66 percent, 5 percent
age points below the total for all states.

In the remaining three categories, New Hampshire fared better. In budget maneuvers, it averaged 
B. While it avoided onetime actions to balance budgets in 2016–17, it used transfers from special 
funds in the following two years. In 2019, $146.3 million of New Hampshire Liquor Commission 
profits were used for general fund expenses. 

New Hampshire’s B in reserve funds reflected its lack of consideration of revenue volatility in 
policies governing the Revenue Stabilization Reserve Account, a shortcoming shared with twenty
nine other states. That fund held $115 million in fiscal 2019, equivalent to 7.7 percent of general fund 
expenditures, up from $22 million, or 1.7 percent, in fiscal 2015. 
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BUDGET FORECASTING evaluates whether and how states estimated longterm revenue and expenditure trends. 
BUDGET MANEUVERS evaluates whether states used onetime revenues, borrowings, asset sales, and other measures 
to achieve shortterm budgetary balance. LEGACY COSTS evaluates whether states provided adequate funding, as 
defined by retirement system actuaries, for pensions and other promised retirement benefits for public workers. 
RESERVE FUNDS evaluates states’ rainy day funds and other fiscal reserves, as well as any policies governing their 
use and replenishment. TRANSPARENCY evaluates the accessibility to the public of states’ budget practices. 
* SOURCE  Bloomberg. © 2021 VOLCKER ALLIANCE INC.

NEW HAMPSHIRE Budget Report Card, Fiscal 2015–19
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NEW JERSEY Budget Report Card
REFLECTING DECADES of underfunding public worker pension 
and other postemployment benefits (OPEB), principally health 
care, New Jersey was one of only seven states to receive a Dminus 
average, the lowest possible grade, in legacy costs for fiscal 2015 
through 2019. In budget maneuvers, the state was one of just four 
receiving a D average, with neighboring Pennsylvania the sole state 
ranking lower. 

Although New Jersey has increased its pension contributions 
in recent years, its 2019 appropriation was still only 61 percent 
of the actuarial recommendation. That year, New Jersey had the 
secondworstfunded state pension system in the US, with assets 

equal to 40 percent of promised benefits, up from 31 percent in 2016. It also failed to provide annual 
contributions for OPEB in line with actuarial recommendations and instead funded its $13.8 billion 
net liability on a payasyougo basis. 

New Jersey’s budget maneuvers grade reflected numerous onetime actions to cover recurring 
expenditures and achieve balance. From 2015 to 2018, the state used the sale of assets and upfront 
revenues on financing transactions to shore up the budget, covered recurring expenditures with 
debt, deferred expenditures, and shifted revenues from special funds into the general fund to pay 
for recurring costs.

The state made fewer onetime moves in 2019. It continued to rely on transfers from special 
accounts to bolster the general fund, however, including shifting $82 million from the state’s Clean 
Energy Fund to cover New Jersey Transit utility costs that are usually paid from general fund dollars. 
Another $47.5 million from the energy fund was used for utility costs in state facilities. The state also 
shifted $179.5 million to the general fund from the New Jersey Turnpike Authority—although that 
was $13.5 million less than in fiscal 2018.  

New Jersey’s shortcomings in the budget forecasting category, which resulted in a D average, 
have remained constant through the study period. It does not use the consensus method of revenue 
forecasting, and budget documents fail to provide multiyear projections for revenues or expenditures. 
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BUDGET FORECASTING evaluates whether and how states estimated longterm revenue and expenditure trends. 
BUDGET MANEUVERS evaluates whether states used onetime revenues, borrowings, asset sales, and other measures 
to achieve shortterm budgetary balance. LEGACY COSTS evaluates whether states provided adequate funding, as 
defined by retirement system actuaries, for pensions and other promised retirement benefits for public workers. 
RESERVE FUNDS evaluates states’ rainy day funds and other fiscal reserves, as well as any policies governing their 
use and replenishment. TRANSPARENCY evaluates the accessibility to the public of states’ budget practices. 
* SOURCE  Bloomberg. © 2021 VOLCKER ALLIANCE INC.

NEW JERSEY Budget Report Card, Fiscal 2015–19
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NEW MEXICO Budget Report Card
NEW MEXICO’S LAGGING PERFORMANCE in legacy costs from fiscal 2015 
through 2019 left it with a category average of Dminus, putting the state 
with Hawaii, Illinois, Massachusetts, New Jersey, Texas, and Wyoming as 
those receiving the lowest possible score.

Contributing to New Mexico’s grade was its failure to make annual 
public employee pension contributions recommended by actuaries in any 
of the fiscal years studied. At the end of the period, its pension funding 
ratio was 67 percent, 4 percentage points below the total for all states. New 
Mexico also chronically failed to provide annual actuarial funding for other 
postemployment benefits (OPEB), primarily health care, except for fiscal 
2018, when its contribution came close. 

New Mexico scored almost as badly in budget maneuvers, averaging a C even though it largely 
avoided onetime balancing measures in 2015–16. As oil prices dropped dramatically in the later 
part of the study period, however, the state relied more on maneuvers to cover shortfalls, including 
using proceeds from severance tax bonds. 

While New Mexico averaged a B in budget forecasting, it was held back by a lack of longterm 
expenditure forecasts, a significant flaw in a state with volatile revenues. It also averaged a B in 
reserve funds, helped by a 2019 policy that links some deposits made to the Tax Stabilization Reserve 
to revenue volatility. In the transparency category, New Mexico received another B average, with its 
only weakness an absence of reporting on deferred infrastructure maintenance costs—a shortcoming 
shared by fortyfour other states in 2019. 
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BUDGET FORECASTING evaluates whether and how states estimated longterm revenue and expenditure trends. 
BUDGET MANEUVERS evaluates whether states used onetime revenues, borrowings, asset sales, and other measures 
to achieve shortterm budgetary balance. LEGACY COSTS evaluates whether states provided adequate funding, as 
defined by retirement system actuaries, for pensions and other promised retirement benefits for public workers. 
RESERVE FUNDS evaluates states’ rainy day funds and other fiscal reserves, as well as any policies governing their 
use and replenishment. TRANSPARENCY evaluates the accessibility to the public of states’ budget practices. 
* SOURCE  Bloomberg. © 2021 VOLCKER ALLIANCE INC.

NEW MEXICO Budget Report Card, Fiscal 2015–19
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NEW YORK Budget Report Card
NEW YORK IS ONE OF ONLY four states receiving average D grades 
in the budget maneuvers category for fiscal 2015 through 2019, 
along with Illinois, Kansas, and New Jersey. Despite an improving 
economy, New York’s use of onetime actions to achieve balance 
accelerated over the study period.

For example, beginning in fiscal 2018, New York began deferring 
recurring expenditures, a move it had avoided in the previous three 
years. In 2018, the state deferred an annual loan repayment to the New 
York Power Authority, extending terms through 2023, which tem
porarily reduced spending by $193 million. In 2019, it shifted about 
$1.7 billion in scheduled Medicaid payments to the next fiscal year.

The state has, however, been diligent in funding its pension plans in line with actuarially deter
mined contributions. Its pension funding ratio in fiscal 2019 was 96 percent, 25 percentage points 
above the total for all states. New York does less well in funding other postemployment benefits 
(OPEB), primarily health care. It does not contribute to its estimated $91 billion OPEB liability in line 
with actuarial recommendations, instead covering current retiree costs on a payasyougo basis. 
As a result, the state earned a B average in legacy costs. 

In budget forecasting, New York was one of ten states with a top A average. The state is required 
to produce a threeyear financial projection that includes receipts and disbursements. The logic 
behind its revenue projections is spelled out in the state’s Economic, Revenue and Spending Meth-
odologies reports, which provide a detailed description of how revenue estimates for the upcoming 
fiscal year are calculated.
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BUDGET FORECASTING evaluates whether and how states estimated longterm revenue and expenditure trends. 
BUDGET MANEUVERS evaluates whether states used onetime revenues, borrowings, asset sales, and other measures 
to achieve shortterm budgetary balance. LEGACY COSTS evaluates whether states provided adequate funding, as 
defined by retirement system actuaries, for pensions and other promised retirement benefits for public workers. 
RESERVE FUNDS evaluates states’ rainy day funds and other fiscal reserves, as well as any policies governing their 
use and replenishment. TRANSPARENCY evaluates the accessibility to the public of states’ budget practices. 
* SOURCE  Bloomberg. © 2021 VOLCKER ALLIANCE INC.
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NORTH CAROLINA Budget Report Card
NORTH CAROLINA HAD A $31.6 billion liability for other postemploy
ment benefits (OPEB), primarily health care, as of June 30, 2019. That was 
$7.9 billion more than the state’s general fund expenditures for fiscal 2019. 
In that year, the state paid in about a third of the actuarially determined 
contribution for OPEB. The shortfall was responsible for a C average in 
legacy costs for fiscal 2015 through 2019 and offset a better performance 
with its public worker pension, which was funded consistently in line 
with actuarial determinations. The 2019 pension funding ratio was 88 
percent, 17 percentage points above the total for all states. 

The state’s highest grade was a top A average in budget forecast
ing. North Carolina uses a consensus estimating process, a collaboration 
between the Office of State Budget and Management and the legisla
ture’s Fiscal Research Division. The state produces multiyear revenue 
and expenditure projections with the governor’s recommended budget, 
including a fiscal analysis that considers the upcoming five years.

An improvement in reserve funds practices during the study period helped North Carolina earn 
a B average in the category. Policy changes in 2018 tied deposits into the Savings Reserve to historical 
revenue volatility and provided guidance for withdrawals. North Carolina generally avoided budget 
maneuvers—onetime actions to achieve balance—which resulted in a B average grade.
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BUDGET FORECASTING evaluates whether and how states estimated longterm revenue and expenditure trends. 
BUDGET MANEUVERS evaluates whether states used onetime revenues, borrowings, asset sales, and other measures 
to achieve shortterm budgetary balance. LEGACY COSTS evaluates whether states provided adequate funding, as 
defined by retirement system actuaries, for pensions and other promised retirement benefits for public workers. 
RESERVE FUNDS evaluates states’ rainy day funds and other fiscal reserves, as well as any policies governing their 
use and replenishment. TRANSPARENCY evaluates the accessibility to the public of states’ budget practices. 
* SOURCE  Bloomberg. © 2021 VOLCKER ALLIANCE INC.
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NORTH DAKOTA Budget Report Card
OF THE EIGHT STATES that rely most heavily on volatile severance 
tax collections, North Dakota was the only one to register a Dminus 
average in budget forecasting, the lowest possible grade, for fiscal 2015 
through 2019. The state failed to use consensus revenue forecasts, with 
the executive branch’s Office of Management and Budget holding pri
mary authority for estimates. Revenue and expenditure projections 
cover only the upcoming biennial budget, and no information is pro
vided to support shortterm revenue growth projections.

North Dakota’s performance parallels other resourcedependent 
states more closely in the reserve funds category, where it received a top 
A average. Like most such states, North Dakota incorporates revenue 

volatility in policies for Budget Stabilization Fund disbursements and replenishments. It does this 
by requiring a biennial deposit of up to $75 million from oil and gas production taxes until the sta
bilization fund reaches 15 percent of general fund expenditures. General fund balances that exceed 
$65 million are also shifted to the stabilization fund at the end of the biennium. The fund had grown 
to $659 million by 2019, equivalent to almost 30 percent of general fund expenditures.

The state posted a D average in legacy costs, which include public worker pensions and other 
postemployment benefits (OPEB), primarily health care. Its OPEB liability is small and has been 
funded at or above actuarially determined levels, but North Dakota did not make actuarially based 
annual pension contributions during the study period. Its pension funded ratio was 70 percent in 
2019, 1 percentage point below the total for all states. 
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BUDGET FORECASTING evaluates whether and how states estimated longterm revenue and expenditure trends. 
BUDGET MANEUVERS evaluates whether states used onetime revenues, borrowings, asset sales, and other measures 
to achieve shortterm budgetary balance. LEGACY COSTS evaluates whether states provided adequate funding, as 
defined by retirement system actuaries, for pensions and other promised retirement benefits for public workers. 
RESERVE FUNDS evaluates states’ rainy day funds and other fiscal reserves, as well as any policies governing their 
use and replenishment. TRANSPARENCY evaluates the accessibility to the public of states’ budget practices. 
* SOURCE  Bloomberg. © 2021 VOLCKER ALLIANCE INC.

NORTH DAKOTA Budget Report Card, Fiscal 2015–19
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OHIO Budget Report Card
OHIO WAS ONE OF SIXTEEN states that failed to earn a top A 
average in any of the five budgetary categories studied in fiscal 2015 
through 2019. 

In budget maneuvers—the use of onetime actions to achieve 
balance—the state’s B average resulted from tactics in 2018 that 
included transferring money from special funds into the general 
fund and using $14.3 million of collections from a tax amnesty pro
gram to cover recurring expenditures. 

While Ohio was like thirtyseven other states in earning a B 
average in transparency, its production of regular reports on tax 
expenditures was especially noteworthy. While most states create 
such reports, Ohio’s included an unusual amount of detail, includ
ing clear explanations, historical data, and comparative information 

on tax exemptions, deductions, credits, and exclusions. 
The state averaged a C in legacy costs, including public worker pensions and other postemploy

ment benefits (OPEB), primarily health care. While it consistently provided annual pension contribu
tions on an actuarially recommended basis, it did not do the same for OPEB. Still, Ohio set aside $12.6 
billion for future retiree health costs, leaving its OPEB plan 47.8 percent funded at the end of fiscal 
2019. Its 2019 pension funding ratio was 78 percent, 7 percentage points above the total for all states. 

Ohio’s lowest grade, D, was in budget forecasting. The state failed to project revenues or expen
ditures beyond the budgetary biennium and was among twentyone states that lacked a consensus 
revenue forecasting process. 
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BUDGET FORECASTING evaluates whether and how states estimated longterm revenue and expenditure trends. 
BUDGET MANEUVERS evaluates whether states used onetime revenues, borrowings, asset sales, and other measures 
to achieve shortterm budgetary balance. LEGACY COSTS evaluates whether states provided adequate funding, as 
defined by retirement system actuaries, for pensions and other promised retirement benefits for public workers. 
RESERVE FUNDS evaluates states’ rainy day funds and other fiscal reserves, as well as any policies governing their 
use and replenishment. TRANSPARENCY evaluates the accessibility to the public of states’ budget practices. 
* SOURCE  Bloomberg. © 2021 VOLCKER ALLIANCE INC.

OHIO Budget Report Card, Fiscal 2015–19
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OKLAHOMA Budget Report Card
OKLAHOMA WAS ONE OF ONLY four states earning only A or 
B average budgetary grades for fiscal 2015 through 2019. The best 
marks were its top A averages in the legacy costs and reserve funds 
categories. The state’s annual contributions for public employee 
pensions and other postemployment benefits (OPEB), primarily 
health care, were in line with actuarially determined amounts. 
Its pension funding ratio was 81 percent in 2019, 10 percentage 
points above the total for all states. Oklahoma was one of only 
seven states that received an A average in the category.

Similarly, Oklahoma was among seventeen states that 
posted an A average in reserve funds. Policies for Constitutional Reserve Fund disbursement and 
replenishment adhere closely to best practices cited in the 2019 Volcker Alliance working paper 
Rainy Day Fund Strategies: A Call to Action. Like nineteen other states, Oklahoma considers revenue 
volatility in its reserve policies.

The state’s B average in budget maneuvers reflects efforts to shun most onetime measures to 
achieve balance and keep recurring revenues in line with recurring expenditures. Though Oklahoma 
had largely avoided maneuvers before 2019, it had moved special and reserve dollars to the general 
fund. After revenues were increased by higher severance taxes levied in the 2018 legislative session, 
however, the state had no need for such measures in fiscal 2019.

Oklahoma’s grade in transparency—a B average—was held down by an absence of disclosures of 
deferred infrastructure maintenance costs. Its B average in budget forecasting was based on revenue 
and expenditure projections that span three years and its 2016 decision to begin using the consensus 
method of revenue forecasting. It missed getting an A because of a lack of budget document detail 
supporting revenue growth projections.
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BUDGET FORECASTING evaluates whether and how states estimated longterm revenue and expenditure trends. 
BUDGET MANEUVERS evaluates whether states used onetime revenues, borrowings, asset sales, and other measures 
to achieve shortterm budgetary balance. LEGACY COSTS evaluates whether states provided adequate funding, as 
defined by retirement system actuaries, for pensions and other promised retirement benefits for public workers. 
RESERVE FUNDS evaluates states’ rainy day funds and other fiscal reserves, as well as any policies governing their 
use and replenishment. TRANSPARENCY evaluates the accessibility to the public of states’ budget practices. 
* SOURCE  Bloomberg. © 2021 VOLCKER ALLIANCE INC.

OKLAHOMA Budget Report Card, Fiscal 2015–19
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OREGON Budget Report Card
OREGON’S GENERAL AVOIDANCE of onetime measures 
to achieve fiscal balance won it a top A average in budget 
maneuvers, its best mark in five categories evaluated in fiscal 
2015 through 2019. Over the period, the state did not defer 
recurring expenditures, use borrowed money, or sell assets 
to cover recurring expenditures. Only once, in the biennium 
that ended in fiscal 2017, did the legislature authorize a spe
cial fund transfer, moving some Racing Commission dollars 
to the general fund. 

The state earned B averages in reserve funds, transpar
ency, and legacy costs. Its two reserve accounts, the Ore
gon Rainy Day Fund and the Education Stability Fund, held 

almost $1.3 billion in 2019, equivalent to 12.7 percent of general fund expenditures. That compares 
with $391 million, or 4.8 percent, in 2015. The state has policies that guide the funds’ disbursement and 
replenishment, but it is one of thirty that fail to take revenue volatility into account in those policies.

In transparency, Oregon provided substantial budgetary information online and published tax 
expenditure reports alongside each biennial budget. But it did not report on deferred infrastructure 
maintenance costs. In legacy costs, which includes public worker pensions and other postemployment 
benefits (OPEB), primarily health care, the state followed actuarial recommendations for pensions 
and OPEB, with the exception of 2015, when its annual pension funding fell short of actuaries’ figures. 
The pension funded ratio in 2019 was 80 percent, 9 percentage points above the total for all states.

Oregon’s C average in budget forecasting reflected a lack of consensus revenue forecasting and 
multiyear expenditure estimates. The state’s quarterly forecasts are solely the product of the Office 
of Economic Analysis, which answers to the governor, and expenditure forecasts do not extend past 
the biennial budget.
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BUDGET FORECASTING evaluates whether and how states estimated longterm revenue and expenditure trends. 
BUDGET MANEUVERS evaluates whether states used onetime revenues, borrowings, asset sales, and other measures 
to achieve shortterm budgetary balance. LEGACY COSTS evaluates whether states provided adequate funding, as 
defined by retirement system actuaries, for pensions and other promised retirement benefits for public workers. 
RESERVE FUNDS evaluates states’ rainy day funds and other fiscal reserves, as well as any policies governing their 
use and replenishment. TRANSPARENCY evaluates the accessibility to the public of states’ budget practices. 
* SOURCE  Bloomberg. © 2021 VOLCKER ALLIANCE INC.

OREGON Budget Report Card, Fiscal 2015–19
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PENNSYLVANIA Budget Report Card
PENNSYLVANIA’S RELIANCE on budget maneuvers, or onetime 
actions to achieve balance, made it the only state to receive the low
est possible average grade of Dminus in the category for fiscal 2015 
through 2019.

Among maneuvers Pennsylvania relied on were deferring 
expenditures and shifting revenues. For example, it reduced the 
expenditures in the fiscal 2019 budget by moving $120 million in 
managed care payments to the following year. In 2018, it transferred 
$530.4 million from special funds to the general fund.

In 2017–19, Pennsylvania also funded recurring spending with 
debt, including $1.2 billion of general obligation bonds sold in fiscal 

2018. Proceeds were used to pay interest on previously issued debt, fund infrastructure maintenance, 
and support environmental initiatives. In 2019, the state covered debtservice costs with $70 million 
in proceeds from bonds issued the previous year backed by the Tobacco Master Settlement Agree
ment. Such an expense typically is paid from currentyear revenues.

Its chronic shortage of cash was an underlying cause of Pennsylvania’s poor showing in two 
other categories. In legacy costs, the state averaged a D. Though it began to fund public worker pen
sions on an actuarially recommended basis in fiscal 2017, its failure to do so in previous years left the 
state with a pension funding ratio of 58 percent in 2019, 13 percentage points below the total for all 
states. For all five years studied, Pennsylvania failed to fund other postemployment benefits (OPEB), 
primarily health care, on an actuarially determined basis, and it began fiscal 2019 with an unfunded 
liability of $14.7 billion. 

Pennsylvania’s C average in reserve funds reflected minimal balances in the general fund and 
Budget Stabilization Reserve Fund in 2017–19. The shortcoming was partially offset by the state’s 
disbursement and replenishment policies. Pennsylvania received B averages in transparency and 
budget forecasting. It lacks a consensus revenue forecast; while the executive branch prepares an 
estimate, the legislature does not have to adhere to it.
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BUDGET FORECASTING evaluates whether and how states estimated longterm revenue and expenditure trends. 
BUDGET MANEUVERS evaluates whether states used onetime revenues, borrowings, asset sales, and other measures 
to achieve shortterm budgetary balance. LEGACY COSTS evaluates whether states provided adequate funding, as 
defined by retirement system actuaries, for pensions and other promised retirement benefits for public workers. 
RESERVE FUNDS evaluates states’ rainy day funds and other fiscal reserves, as well as any policies governing their 
use and replenishment. TRANSPARENCY evaluates the accessibility to the public of states’ budget practices. 
* SOURCE  Bloomberg. © 2021 VOLCKER ALLIANCE INC.

PENNSYLVANIA Budget Report Card, Fiscal 2015–19
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RHODE ISLAND Budget Report Card
RHODE ISLAND’S LOWEST AVERAGE GRADE for fiscal 2015 through 
2019 was its C in budget maneuvers. In 2015–18, the state used one
time revenues to sustain budgetary balance, including transferring 
money to the general fund from agencies such as the Health and Edu
cational Building Corporation, which issues taxexempt school bonds, 
and Narragansett Bay Commission, a regional wastewater treatment 
agency. In 2018, Rhode Island also ran a 75day tax amnesty program, 
which brought in $22 million to support operating expenditures. The 
state’s use of onetime resources declined in 2019, with transfers to 
the general fund of less than $5 million, against $29 million in 2018.

Rhode Island’s highest grade was its top A average in budget fore
casting. Since 1990, revenue projections formulated by the state’s Rev
enue Estimating Conference have guided the formulation of its budget. 
The conference, made up of the state budget officer and the house and 

senate fiscal advisers, meets every May and November. The state budget includes fiveyear forecasts 
of revenues and expenditures.

Rhode Island averaged a B in legacy costs. It provides annual funding for its public worker 
pensions and other postemployment benefits (OPEB), primarily health care, in line with actuarial 
recommendations. But its pension funding ratio was 56 percent in 2019, 15 percentage points below 
the total for all states.

The state also averaged a B in reserve funds and transparency. Rhode Island has solid policies for 
disbursing and replenishing its budget reserve and cash stabilization account, which held $204 million 
in 2019, or 5.2 percent of general fund expenditures. It is one of thirty states that do not link funding 
of reserves to historical revenue volatility. 
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BUDGET FORECASTING evaluates whether and how states estimated longterm revenue and expenditure trends. 
BUDGET MANEUVERS evaluates whether states used onetime revenues, borrowings, asset sales, and other measures 
to achieve shortterm budgetary balance. LEGACY COSTS evaluates whether states provided adequate funding, as 
defined by retirement system actuaries, for pensions and other promised retirement benefits for public workers. 
RESERVE FUNDS evaluates states’ rainy day funds and other fiscal reserves, as well as any policies governing their 
use and replenishment. TRANSPARENCY evaluates the accessibility to the public of states’ budget practices. 
* SOURCE  Bloomberg. © 2021 VOLCKER ALLIANCE INC.

RHODE ISLAND Budget Report Card, Fiscal 2015–19
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SOUTH CAROLINA Budget Report Card
SOUTH CAROLINA’S TOP A AVERAGES in budget forecasting and 
budget maneuvers for fiscal 2015 through 2019 were offset by its D, the 
secondlowest mark possible, in legacy costs. The poor showing result
ed from unfunded liabilities weighing it down in the category, which 
includes public worker pensions and other postemployment benefits 
(OPEB), primarily health care.

Although the state provided annual funding in line with actuarial 
recommendations for public worker pensions for each year of the study 
period, South Carolina’s 55 percent pension funding ratio was among 
the ten lowest in the US in 2019, at 16 percentage points below the total 
for all states. The state’s unfunded net OPEB liability for the year was 
$17.1 billion. Like twentythree other states, it did not follow actuarial 
recommendations for its annual contributions to OPEB in any of the 
years studied. 

In the budget maneuvers category, even the pressure of legacy costs 
did not prompt the state to employ onetime measures to achieve balance. It also followed best prac
tices in budget forecasting, using a consensus method of revenue estimating driven by its Board of 
Economic Advisors. Publicly available information on assumptions underly revenue growth projec
tions, and a threeyear general fund financial outlook includes revenues and expenditures. 

South Carolina’s B average in reserve funds reflects overall solid policies for General Reserve 
Fund disbursements and replenishments. 
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BUDGET FORECASTING evaluates whether and how states estimated longterm revenue and expenditure trends. 
BUDGET MANEUVERS evaluates whether states used onetime revenues, borrowings, asset sales, and other measures 
to achieve shortterm budgetary balance. LEGACY COSTS evaluates whether states provided adequate funding, as 
defined by retirement system actuaries, for pensions and other promised retirement benefits for public workers. 
RESERVE FUNDS evaluates states’ rainy day funds and other fiscal reserves, as well as any policies governing their 
use and replenishment. TRANSPARENCY evaluates the accessibility to the public of states’ budget practices. 
* SOURCE  Bloomberg. © 2021 VOLCKER ALLIANCE INC.

SOUTH CAROLINA Budget Report Card, Fiscal 2015–19
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SOUTH DAKOTA Budget Report Card
SOUTH DAKOTA WAS ONE OF ONLY FOUR states with no average 
budgetary grade below B for fiscal 2015 through 2019. It earned As in 
two categories: legacy costs and budget maneuvers.

It was one of seven states receiving the top grade in legacy costs 
and, alongside Wisconsin, one of only two with a fully funded pension 
system in 2019. Unlike most states, South Dakota does not need to put 
aside money to fund other postemployment benefits (OPEB), primarily 
health care, as it stopped subsidizing them in 2015.

Its budget maneuvers grade reflected the state’s avoidance of 
onetime actions to achieve balance. The accomplishment was aided 
by South Dakota’s frugal spending habits and stable tax base, which 

relies heavily on a sales levy that covers more services than most states. 
South Dakota’s biggest improvement came in budget forecasting. In 2015, the legislature unani

mously passed a bill designed to “strengthen the financial practices of the state.” The measure requires 
annual publication of a longterm financial plan, including three years of revenue and expenditure 
projections. Despite the change in longterm estimation procedures, the state’s continued lack of 
consensus revenue forecasts held its category average to a B. 

Its B average in reserve funds reflects policies for disbursement and replenishment of the Budget 
Reserve and General Revenue Replacement funds. Combined, they had a 2019 balance of $170 million, 
equivalent to 10.4 percent of general fund expenditures.
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BUDGET FORECASTING evaluates whether and how states estimated longterm revenue and expenditure trends. 
BUDGET MANEUVERS evaluates whether states used onetime revenues, borrowings, asset sales, and other measures 
to achieve shortterm budgetary balance. LEGACY COSTS evaluates whether states provided adequate funding, as 
defined by retirement system actuaries, for pensions and other promised retirement benefits for public workers. 
RESERVE FUNDS evaluates states’ rainy day funds and other fiscal reserves, as well as any policies governing their 
use and replenishment. TRANSPARENCY evaluates the accessibility to the public of states’ budget practices. 
* SOURCE  Bloomberg. © 2021 VOLCKER ALLIANCE INC.

SOUTH DAKOTA Budget Report Card, Fiscal 2015–19
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TENNESSEE Budget Report Card
TENNESSEE WAS ONE OF ONLY five states winning top A average 
grades in three of five budgetary categories evaluated for fiscal 2015 
through 2019. California, Hawaii, Idaho, and Utah also boasted three 
As apiece.

Tennessee won an A in transparency in part because of its 
reporting on deferred infrastructure maintenance. It is only one 
of five states to do such reporting. Though this information is not 
included in the budget, the Tennessee Advisory Commission on Inter
governmental Relations, a state agency created in 1978, is required by 
statute to assemble an inventory of needed public infrastructure. It 
issues reports that include the estimated cost of the deferred infra
structure liability over a fiveyear period. In 2020, the commission 

estimated that the state would need at least $58.6 billion of public infrastructure improvements in 
the five years ending in June 2023. 

The state also earned As in budget maneuvers and reserve funds. It was one of eight states that 
eschewed moving revenues from future years to the current budget, deferring spending to achieve 
budgetary balance, or using borrowed money or the sale of assets to support operating expenditures. 
Tennessee won a top grade in reserve funds for having policies that govern withdrawals and replen
ishment for its revenue fluctuations account. The state also considers revenue volatility in setting 
reserve funding goals. 

The state’s C average in budget forecasting stems from its failure to provide multiyear expen
diture or revenue forecasts. In both areas, Tennessee makes projections for only two years. Its B in 
legacy costs reflected actuarially recommended funding of public worker pensions but not of other 
postemployment benefits (OPEB), primarily health care. The state’s pension was 94 percent funded 
in 2019, 23 percentage points above the total for all states.
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BUDGET FORECASTING evaluates whether and how states estimated longterm revenue and expenditure trends. 
BUDGET MANEUVERS evaluates whether states used onetime revenues, borrowings, asset sales, and other measures 
to achieve shortterm budgetary balance. LEGACY COSTS evaluates whether states provided adequate funding, as 
defined by retirement system actuaries, for pensions and other promised retirement benefits for public workers. 
RESERVE FUNDS evaluates states’ rainy day funds and other fiscal reserves, as well as any policies governing their 
use and replenishment. TRANSPARENCY evaluates the accessibility to the public of states’ budget practices. 
* SOURCE  Bloomberg. © 2021 VOLCKER ALLIANCE INC.

TENNESSEE Budget Report Card, Fiscal 2015–19
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TEXAS Budget Report Card
WHILE MOST STATES CUT BACK on budget maneuvers as the 
economy expanded in fiscal 2015 through 2019, Texas stepped 
up its use of such onetime measures to cover recurring expen
ditures in the later years of the study period. The increase in 
maneuvers limited Texas’s average grade in the category to a 
B. Actions included the legislature’s authorizing a transfer of 
$668 million from special funds to the general fund to close a 
shortfall before the passage of the fiscal 2018–19 budget.

Texas had an even weaker performance in legacy costs, 
with an average of Dminus, the lowest possible grade. Just six 

other states fared that poorly. Its annual contributions for public worker pensions and other postem
ployment benefits (OPEB), primarily health care, consistently fell short of actuarially determined 
amounts. Its pension fund ratio dropped from 76 percent in 2017 to 69 percent in 2019, 2 percentage 
points below the total for all states. 

As befits a state with vast oil and gas production, Texas scored an A average in reserve funds. It 
deposits a large portion of severance tax collections into the Economic Stabilization Fund in years 
when receipts exceed 1987 levels. This brought the fund to $10.1 billion in fiscal 2019, an amount 
equivalent to 19.3 percent of general fund expenditures. 

Texas’s average of C in budget forecasting was buoyed by measures requiring the Legislative 
Budget Board to prepare analyses of the impact of economic and demographic growth on the state’s 
finances. The initial report, released in 2017, covered fiscal 2018–27, and a subsequent analysis cov
ered fiscal 2020–29. Whether similar longterm projections continue will depend on the legislature’s 
evaluation of the new process.
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BUDGET FORECASTING evaluates whether and how states estimated longterm revenue and expenditure trends. 
BUDGET MANEUVERS evaluates whether states used onetime revenues, borrowings, asset sales, and other measures 
to achieve shortterm budgetary balance. LEGACY COSTS evaluates whether states provided adequate funding, as 
defined by retirement system actuaries, for pensions and other promised retirement benefits for public workers. 
RESERVE FUNDS evaluates states’ rainy day funds and other fiscal reserves, as well as any policies governing their 
use and replenishment. TRANSPARENCY evaluates the accessibility to the public of states’ budget practices. 
* SOURCE  Bloomberg. © 2021 VOLCKER ALLIANCE INC.

TEXAS Budget Report Card, Fiscal 2015–19
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UTAH Budget Report Card
UTAH IS A MODEL of budgetary consistency and improvement. It was one 
of five states that received top A average grades in three of the five budget 
categories evaluated in fiscal 2015 through 2019. The others were California, 
Hawaii, Idaho, and Tennessee.

Utah’s A in budget maneuvers reflected a lack of onetime measures 
to cover recurring expenditures. The state also received an A in reserve 
funds, where its policies align with the best practices cited in the Volcker 
Alliance 2019 working paper Rainy Day Fund Strategies: A Call to Action. 

It was also one of only seven states averaging an A in legacy costs. In 
Utah’s case, the mark reflects a 2010 reform that gave newly hired public work
ers a choice of a definedcontribution 401(k) retirement plan or a less generous 

traditional definedbenefit pension. After the move, Utah continued to make actuarially determined con
tributions to the pension and had a 92 percent funded ratio in 2019, 21 percentage points above the total for 
all states. It also funds other postemployment benefits (OPEB), mainly health care, along actuarial lines. 

The state’s B average in forecasting reflected a 2018 statute ordering the Legislative Fiscal Office 
to make longterm projections of expenditures and revenues from major tax sources under different 
economic scenarios.

Utah’s weakest showing was its C in transparency. Although the state generally provided com
plete budget and debt information, it lacked comprehensive reports on tax expenditures. Like forty
four other states, it also failed to report information on deferred infrastructure maintenance costs 
in budgets or related documents.
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BUDGET FORECASTING evaluates whether and how states estimated longterm revenue and expenditure trends. 
BUDGET MANEUVERS evaluates whether states used onetime revenues, borrowings, asset sales, and other measures 
to achieve shortterm budgetary balance. LEGACY COSTS evaluates whether states provided adequate funding, as 
defined by retirement system actuaries, for pensions and other promised retirement benefits for public workers. 
RESERVE FUNDS evaluates states’ rainy day funds and other fiscal reserves, as well as any policies governing their 
use and replenishment. TRANSPARENCY evaluates the accessibility to the public of states’ budget practices. 
* SOURCE  Bloomberg. © 2021 VOLCKER ALLIANCE INC.

UTAH Budget Report Card, Fiscal 2015–19
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VERMONT Budget Report Card
VERMONT LANDED B AVERAGES from fiscal 2015 through 2019 in 
four out of five budgetary categories. Its major weakness was reflected 
in its D in legacy costs, which includes public worker pensions and 
other postemployment benefits (OPEB), primarily health care.

The mark, the secondlowest possible, stems from Vermont’s lack 
of actuarially determined contributions for OPEB. The program had 
a net liability for state workers and teachers of $2.2 billion in 2019, a 
relatively high sum for a small state. While Vermont funded public 
worker pensions according to actuarial recommendations from 2015 
through 2019, the pension funding ratio was 64 percent, 7 percentage 
points below the total for all states.

One element in each of the other four categories kept Vermont 
from attaining A averages. The state missed the top mark in reserve 
funds because it does not tie its budget stabilization fund to revenue 

volatility, a flaw shared by twentynine other states. Its weakness in transparency was an absence 
of reporting on deferred infrastructure maintenance, something fortyfour other states also lack. 
In budget forecasting, Vermont had no multiyear expenditure forecasts. 

The budget maneuvers grade reflected general avoidance of onetime measures to achieve balance, 
although the state did draw down general fund balances to support recurring expenditures in 2018.
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BUDGET FORECASTING evaluates whether and how states estimated longterm revenue and expenditure trends. 
BUDGET MANEUVERS evaluates whether states used onetime revenues, borrowings, asset sales, and other measures 
to achieve shortterm budgetary balance. LEGACY COSTS evaluates whether states provided adequate funding, as 
defined by retirement system actuaries, for pensions and other promised retirement benefits for public workers. 
RESERVE FUNDS evaluates states’ rainy day funds and other fiscal reserves, as well as any policies governing their 
use and replenishment. TRANSPARENCY evaluates the accessibility to the public of states’ budget practices. 
* SOURCE  Bloomberg. © 2021 VOLCKER ALLIANCE INC.

VERMONT Budget Report Card, Fiscal 2015–19
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BUDGET FORECASTING
2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 TREND

CATEGORY GRADE
Consensus Revenue Forecasts
Multiyear Expenditure Forecasts
Multiyear Revenue Forecasts
Revenue Growth Projections

5-YEAR AVERAGE  

BUDGET MANEUVERS
2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 TREND

CATEGORY GRADE
Deferring Recurring Expenditures
Revenue and Cost Shifting
Funding Recurring Expenditures with Debt
Using Asset Sales and Up-Front Revenues

5-YEAR AVERAGE  

LEGACY COSTS
2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 TREND

CATEGORY GRADE
Public Employee OPEB Funding
Public Employee Pension Funding
Public Employee Pension Funded Ratio* 68% 64% 64% 64% 64%

5-YEAR AVERAGE  

TRANSPARENCY
2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 TREND

CATEGORY GRADE
Consolidated Budget Website
Provides Debt Tables
Discloses Deferred Infrastructure Replacement Costs
Discloses Tax Expenditures

5-YEAR AVERAGE  

RESERVE FUNDS
2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 TREND

CATEGORY GRADE
Positive Reserve or General Fund Balance
Reserve Funds Disbursement Policy
Reserve Funds Replenishment Policy
Reserves Tied to Revenue Volatility

5-YEAR AVERAGE  
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VIRGINIA Budget Report Card
VIRGINIA’S AVERAGE BUDGETARY GRADES for fiscal 2015 through 
2019 in the budget maneuvers and legacy costs categories reflect past 
shortcomings more than recent reforms. 

In budget maneuvers—the use of onetime measures to achieve 
balance—Virginia received a C average despite having weaned itself from 
practices that deferred recurring expenditures or funded them with debt. 
Its remaining maneuver in fiscal 2019 was requiring businesses to accel
erate sales tax payments that would ordinarily be paid in the next fiscal 
year. The number of businesses affected declined, however, as the state 
sought to reduce its reliance on this tactic.

Virginia’s D average in legacy costs, the secondlowest mark possible, 
stemmed partly from funding public worker pensions and other postem
ployment benefits (OPEB), primarily health care, at less than actuarially 
recommended levels in 2015–17. In 2018, however, the state began making 
full actuarial pension contributions; it did the same for OPEB the next year. 

Its funding ratio for pensions was 77 percent in 2019, 6 percentage points above the total for all states. 
Virginia achieved a top A average for reserve funds based on policies that guide withdrawal 

and replenishment and establish a link between rainy day fund deposits and revenue volatility. The 
state has room to improve in the transparency category, where it scored a C average for its lack of 
comprehensive annual or biennial reporting on tax expenditures and because it does not disclose 
deferred infrastructure maintenance costs. 
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SOUTH ATLANTIC STATES SIDE BY SIDE: Five-Year Average Grades, Fiscal 2015–19

NOTE  States are grouped by US Census Bureau divisions. 

Average grades are based on annual numerical scores. For more information, download Truth and Integrity in State Budgeting: Preparing for the 
Storm at VolckerAlliance.org.  © 2021 VOLCKER ALLIANCE INC.

http://www.volckeralliance.org
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BUDGET FORECASTING evaluates whether and how states estimated longterm revenue and expenditure trends. 
BUDGET MANEUVERS evaluates whether states used onetime revenues, borrowings, asset sales, and other measures 
to achieve shortterm budgetary balance. LEGACY COSTS evaluates whether states provided adequate funding, as 
defined by retirement system actuaries, for pensions and other promised retirement benefits for public workers. 
RESERVE FUNDS evaluates states’ rainy day funds and other fiscal reserves, as well as any policies governing their 
use and replenishment. TRANSPARENCY evaluates the accessibility to the public of states’ budget practices. 
* SOURCE  Bloomberg. © 2021 VOLCKER ALLIANCE INC.
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VIRGINIA Budget Report Card, Fiscal 2015–19
BUDGET FORECASTING

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 TREND
CATEGORY GRADE
Consensus Revenue Forecasts
Multiyear Expenditure Forecasts
Multiyear Revenue Forecasts
Revenue Growth Projections

5-YEAR AVERAGE  

BUDGET MANEUVERS
2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 TREND

CATEGORY GRADE
Deferring Recurring Expenditures
Revenue and Cost Shifting
Funding Recurring Expenditures with Debt
Using Asset Sales and Up-Front Revenues

5-YEAR AVERAGE  

LEGACY COSTS
2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 TREND

CATEGORY GRADE
Public Employee OPEB Funding
Public Employee Pension Funding
Public Employee Pension Funded Ratio* 75% 72% 77% 79% 77%

5-YEAR AVERAGE  

TRANSPARENCY
2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 TREND

CATEGORY GRADE
Consolidated Budget Website
Provides Debt Tables
Discloses Deferred Infrastructure Replacement Costs
Discloses Tax Expenditures

5-YEAR AVERAGE  

RESERVE FUNDS
2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 TREND

CATEGORY GRADE
Positive Reserve or General Fund Balance
Reserve Funds Disbursement Policy
Reserve Funds Replenishment Policy
Reserves Tied to Revenue Volatility

5-YEAR AVERAGE  
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WASHINGTON Budget Report Card
STRONG CONSTITUTIONAL and statutory policies gov
erning withdrawals and replenishments for Washington’s 
Budget Stabilization Account earned the state a top A aver
age for fiscal 2015 through 2019 in the reserve funds cat
egory. Washington is required to transfer 1 percent of general 
fund revenues to the rainy day fund at the beginning of each 
biennium. With five years of strong sales tax revenues, this 
account rose from 3.1 percent of general fund expenditures 
in 2015 to 7.3 percent in 2019. 

The fund is also well protected from arbitrary use. 
Withdrawals can be made only if employment growth is 
weak or the governor declares an emergency that threatens 

public safety. Other uses require a threefifths vote of each legislative chamber. Washington is one 
of twenty states that incorporate revenue volatility into rainy day fund policies.  

The state also averaged A in budget forecasting for its robust policies. The sevenmember Eco
nomic and Revenue Forecast Council, which includes the state treasurer and legislators, produces 
a quarterly budget forecast with revenue and expenditure projections that follow best practices, 
extending at least three years beyond the current budget. 

While Washington avoided using budget maneuvers in 2018 and 2019, its B average in the cat
egory resulted from shifting revenues and costs in 2015–17 and deferring recurring expenditures in 
2016. Its C in legacy costs reflected improvements made in 2019. The state underfunded annual pen
sion contributions from 2016 through 2018, but in 2019 it successfully met the actuarially determined 
amount. Washington’s pension funding ratio in fiscal 2019 was 96 percent, 25 percentage points above 
the total for all states. Its legacy costs grade suffered from a failure to fund other postemployment 
benefits (OPEB), primarily health care, on an actuarially recommended basis. 
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PACIFIC STATES SIDE BY SIDE: Five-Year Average Grades, Fiscal 2015–19

NOTE  States are grouped by US Census Bureau divisions. 

Average grades are based on annual numerical scores. For more information, download Truth and Integrity in State Budgeting: Preparing for the 
Storm at VolckerAlliance.org.  © 2021 VOLCKER ALLIANCE INC.

http://www.volckeralliance.org
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BUDGET FORECASTING evaluates whether and how states estimated longterm revenue and expenditure trends. 
BUDGET MANEUVERS evaluates whether states used onetime revenues, borrowings, asset sales, and other measures 
to achieve shortterm budgetary balance. LEGACY COSTS evaluates whether states provided adequate funding, as 
defined by retirement system actuaries, for pensions and other promised retirement benefits for public workers. 
RESERVE FUNDS evaluates states’ rainy day funds and other fiscal reserves, as well as any policies governing their 
use and replenishment. TRANSPARENCY evaluates the accessibility to the public of states’ budget practices. 
* SOURCE  Bloomberg. © 2021 VOLCKER ALLIANCE INC.

WASHINGTON Budget Report Card, Fiscal 2015–19
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BUDGET FORECASTING
2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 TREND

CATEGORY GRADE
Consensus Revenue Forecasts
Multiyear Expenditure Forecasts
Multiyear Revenue Forecasts
Revenue Growth Projections

5-YEAR AVERAGE  

BUDGET MANEUVERS
2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 TREND

CATEGORY GRADE
Deferring Recurring Expenditures
Revenue and Cost Shifting
Funding Recurring Expenditures with Debt
Using Asset Sales and Up-Front Revenues

5-YEAR AVERAGE  

LEGACY COSTS
2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 TREND

CATEGORY GRADE
Public Employee OPEB Funding
Public Employee Pension Funding
Public Employee Pension Funded Ratio* 87% 84% 90% 94% 96%

5-YEAR AVERAGE  

TRANSPARENCY
2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 TREND

CATEGORY GRADE
Consolidated Budget Website
Provides Debt Tables
Discloses Deferred Infrastructure Replacement Costs
Discloses Tax Expenditures

5-YEAR AVERAGE  

RESERVE FUNDS
2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 TREND

CATEGORY GRADE
Positive Reserve or General Fund Balance
Reserve Funds Disbursement Policy
Reserve Funds Replenishment Policy
Reserves Tied to Revenue Volatility

5-YEAR AVERAGE  
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WEST VIRGINIA Budget Report Card
WEST VIRGINIA’S BUDGETARY GRADES demonstrate how states can 
remediate poor practices. By reducing its use of onetime measures to 
achieve balance during the recovery from the Great Recession, West Vir
ginia registered a B average in budget maneuvers for fiscal 2015 through 
2019. The improvement reflected its curtailment of using debt to fund 
recurring expenditures in 2017.

The state also enhanced its performance in legacy costs—it aver
aged a B in the category—by coming close to funding other postemploy
ment benefits (OPEB) for public employees, primarily health care, on 
an actuarially recommended basis. The state has a history of pension 
underfunding, particularly in the Teachers’ Retirement System. But it 
made actuarially determined contributions to its pension plans every 
year in the study period. This, in turn, led to an increase in its overall 
pension funding ratio, which rose from 72 percent in 2016 to 84 percent 
in 2019, 13 points above the total for all states.

West Virginia garnered B averages in the remaining three categories. In transparency, its grade 
suffered only from a failure to disclose deferred infrastructure maintenance costs in budget docu
ments, an element also absent in fortyfour other states. It missed an A in reserve funds because it 
lacks policies that connect funding of the Revenue Shortfall Reserve Fund with revenue volatility, 
a shortcoming it shares with twentynine other states. In budget forecasting, West Virginia fails to 
use consensus revenue forecasts, unlike twentynine states that have adopted the method.
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NOTE  States are grouped by US Census Bureau divisions. 

Average grades are based on annual numerical scores. For more information, download Truth and Integrity in State Budgeting: Preparing for the 
Storm at VolckerAlliance.org.  © 2021 VOLCKER ALLIANCE INC.

http://www.volckeralliance.org
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BUDGET FORECASTING evaluates whether and how states estimated longterm revenue and expenditure trends. 
BUDGET MANEUVERS evaluates whether states used onetime revenues, borrowings, asset sales, and other measures 
to achieve shortterm budgetary balance. LEGACY COSTS evaluates whether states provided adequate funding, as 
defined by retirement system actuaries, for pensions and other promised retirement benefits for public workers. 
RESERVE FUNDS evaluates states’ rainy day funds and other fiscal reserves, as well as any policies governing their 
use and replenishment. TRANSPARENCY evaluates the accessibility to the public of states’ budget practices. 
* SOURCE  Bloomberg. © 2021 VOLCKER ALLIANCE INC.

WEST VIRGINIA Budget Report Card, Fiscal 2015–19
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BUDGET FORECASTING
2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 TREND
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Consensus Revenue Forecasts
Multiyear Expenditure Forecasts
Multiyear Revenue Forecasts
Revenue Growth Projections

5-YEAR AVERAGE  

BUDGET MANEUVERS
2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 TREND

CATEGORY GRADE
Deferring Recurring Expenditures
Revenue and Cost Shifting
Funding Recurring Expenditures with Debt
Using Asset Sales and Up-Front Revenues

5-YEAR AVERAGE  

LEGACY COSTS
2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 TREND

CATEGORY GRADE
Public Employee OPEB Funding
Public Employee Pension Funding
Public Employee Pension Funded Ratio* 77% 72% 79% 83% 84%

5-YEAR AVERAGE  

TRANSPARENCY
2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 TREND

CATEGORY GRADE
Consolidated Budget Website
Provides Debt Tables
Discloses Deferred Infrastructure Replacement Costs
Discloses Tax Expenditures

5-YEAR AVERAGE  

RESERVE FUNDS
2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 TREND

CATEGORY GRADE
Positive Reserve or General Fund Balance
Reserve Funds Disbursement Policy
Reserve Funds Replenishment Policy
Reserves Tied to Revenue Volatility

5-YEAR AVERAGE  
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WISCONSIN Budget Report Card
WISCONSIN WAS ONE OF SEVEN states that received a top A aver
age in legacy costs for fiscal 2015 through 2019. Alongside South 
Dakota, it was one of only two with a fully funded public worker 
pension system in 2019.

The state’s 103 percent pension funding ratio in 2019 was the 
highest of any state. Over the fiveyear study period, Wisconsin’s 
annual pension funding met the actuarially determined contribu
tion. Funding also benefits from the pension’s risksharing features, 
with investment performance influencing accrual rates, contribu
tions, and retiree payments. Pensions are such a high priority that, 
since 1988, the state Legislative Council, which provides nonparti
san legal and policy advice, has taken the unusual step of examining 
pension liabilities of all states every other year. Wisconsin funds 

other postemployment benefits (OPEB), principally health care, on a payasyougo basis. With a 
modest $431 million net OPEB liability as of December 31, 2018, compared with an $18 billion general 
fund budget, the policy did not hurt the state’s legacy costs grade.

A dramatic contrast is Wisconsin’s D average in budget forecasting. The state does not use a 
consensus revenue estimate, choosing instead to rely on the executive branch’s Department of Rev
enue to produce the official figure for each biennium. The state does not present multiyear revenue 
or expenditure estimates in the budget or related documents.

Wisconsin posted B averages in budget maneuvers, reserve funds, and transparency. In bud
get maneuvers, the state avoided deferring expenditures and shifting revenues and costs from 2016 
through 2019, but it has consistently pushed debt payments to future years in bond refundings. In 
reserve funds, the Budget Stabilization Fund features policies for replenishments and disbursements, 
but the state does not consider revenue volatility in setting aside money for the rainy day account.
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NOTE  States are grouped by US Census Bureau divisions. 

Average grades are based on annual numerical scores. For more information, download Truth and Integrity in State Budgeting: Preparing for the 
Storm at VolckerAlliance.org.  © 2021 VOLCKER ALLIANCE INC.
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BUDGET FORECASTING evaluates whether and how states estimated longterm revenue and expenditure trends. 
BUDGET MANEUVERS evaluates whether states used onetime revenues, borrowings, asset sales, and other measures 
to achieve shortterm budgetary balance. LEGACY COSTS evaluates whether states provided adequate funding, as 
defined by retirement system actuaries, for pensions and other promised retirement benefits for public workers. 
RESERVE FUNDS evaluates states’ rainy day funds and other fiscal reserves, as well as any policies governing their 
use and replenishment. TRANSPARENCY evaluates the accessibility to the public of states’ budget practices. 
* SOURCE  Bloomberg. © 2021 VOLCKER ALLIANCE INC.

WISCONSIN Budget Report Card, Fiscal 2015–19
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BUDGET FORECASTING
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Consensus Revenue Forecasts
Multiyear Expenditure Forecasts
Multiyear Revenue Forecasts
Revenue Growth Projections
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BUDGET MANEUVERS
2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 TREND

CATEGORY GRADE
Deferring Recurring Expenditures
Revenue and Cost Shifting
Funding Recurring Expenditures with Debt
Using Asset Sales and Up-Front Revenues

5-YEAR AVERAGE  

LEGACY COSTS
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CATEGORY GRADE
Public Employee OPEB Funding
Public Employee Pension Funding
Public Employee Pension Funded Ratio* 98% 99% 103% 96% 103%
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Discloses Tax Expenditures
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Reserve Funds Disbursement Policy
Reserve Funds Replenishment Policy
Reserves Tied to Revenue Volatility
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WYOMING Budget Report Card
WHILE WYOMING DEPENDS on severance taxes for much of its revenues, 
it fails to consider the levy’s volatility in managing its rainy day fund. This 
shortcoming, and the state’s lack of policies to guide disbursements from 
its Legislative Stabilization Reserve Account, accounted for its C average 
in reserve funds for fiscal 2015 through 2019. The mark would have been 
lower if a replenishment policy had not been established in 2017.

In contrast, Wyoming follows solid budget forecasting practices that 
earned it a B average in the category. The state uses fiveyear revenue esti
mates developed for each biennial budget. The forecasts are made by the 
Consensus Revenue Estimating Group, which was created in 1983 by the 
executive and legislative branches. It includes members from the Depart

ments of Education and Revenue, Wyoming Oil and Gas Conservation Commission, Wyoming State 
Geological Survey, and the University of Wyoming. The state lacks multiyear expenditure estimates, 
however. 

In legacy costs, which includes public worker pensions and other postemployment benefits 
(OPEB), primarily health care, the state received the lowest possible mark, Dminus. While its pen
sion funding ratio was 77 percent in 2019, 6 percentage points above the total for all states, Wyoming 
did not fund pensions or OPEB on an actuarially recommended basis. It posted a B average in budget 
maneuvers. Among onetime actions taken during the study period, it tapped the rainy day fund to 
cover recurring expenditures as oil and natural gas prices fell in 2018. 
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BUDGET FORECASTING evaluates whether and how states estimated longterm revenue and expenditure trends. 
BUDGET MANEUVERS evaluates whether states used onetime revenues, borrowings, asset sales, and other measures 
to achieve shortterm budgetary balance. LEGACY COSTS evaluates whether states provided adequate funding, as 
defined by retirement system actuaries, for pensions and other promised retirement benefits for public workers. 
RESERVE FUNDS evaluates states’ rainy day funds and other fiscal reserves, as well as any policies governing their 
use and replenishment. TRANSPARENCY evaluates the accessibility to the public of states’ budget practices. 
* SOURCE  Bloomberg. © 2021 VOLCKER ALLIANCE INC.

WYOMING Budget Report Card, Fiscal 2015–19
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Deferring Recurring Expenditures
Revenue and Cost Shifting
Funding Recurring Expenditures with Debt
Using Asset Sales and Up-Front Revenues
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CATEGORY GRADE
Public Employee OPEB Funding
Public Employee Pension Funding
Public Employee Pension Funded Ratio* 73% 73% 76% 68% 77%
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APPENDIX A: Glossary

THESE DEFINITIONS ARE BASED on Volcker Alliance research, as well as on glossaries and 

other explanatory documents published by Ballotpedia, California Department of Finance, 

Center for Budget and Policy Priorities, Congressional Budget Office, Congressional Research 

Service, Governmental Accounting Standards Board, Investopedia, InvestingBonds.com, 

Lincoln Institute of Land Policy, Michigan State Budget Office, Municipal Securities Rule

making Board, National Association of State Budget Officers, National Association of State 

Retirement Administrators, National Conference of State Legislatures, New Jersey Office 

of Management and Budget, New York State Division of the Budget, and Urban Institute. 

Accrual budgeting  A method of measuring a state’s performance and status by acknowledg

ing the impact of revenues when they are earned and expenditures when they are incurred, 

regardless of when the funds actually enter or exit a state’s account. This method, sometimes 

called modified accrual under generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP), is a more 

accurate means of measuring the economic status of a state than cash accounting, in which 

revenues are counted when they are anticipated and expenditures when they are paid. GAAP

based budgeting is not commonly deployed by state and local governments—New York City 

is one government that uses it—largely because it is more complicated and labor intensive 

than the traditional cash or fundaccounting method.

Actuarially required contribution (ARC)  Sometimes used interchangeably with actuarially 

determined contribution (ADC). Both refer to the amount that a retirement system’s actuaries 

have determined will adequately fund promised pension or other postemployment benefits 

accruing to current employees in a given year, as well as the cost of amortizing unfunded 

liabilities from past years. 

All-funds budget  This overarching budget category includes the total of funds used by a state, 

including general, special revenue, and capital accounts.

Asset sales  A way of generating revenue by transferring ownership of public assets, such as 

buildings or highways, to another party, generally a private entity. Governments regularly dis

pose of surplus items or land to bring in cash. But the sale of larger assets, generally in a one
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time action, to fund continuing expenditures can present a challenge to fiscal sustainability. 

Balanced budget  A budget in which receipts are equal to or greater than outlays in a fiscal 

period. While fortynine states require balanced budgets by statute or constitutional pro

visions, there is no single definition of the term. Vermont, the only state without a formal 

balanced budget requirement, follows the example of its peers. 

Biennial budget  A budget covering two fiscal years, or biennium. It is used by twenty states, 

according to the Council of State Governments.

Block grants  A form of federal aid providing specific sums to state and local governments for 

community development, social services, public health, and other purposes.

Bond premium  The excess over par (or face) value that is paid to purchase a municipal bond 

when it is issued. Governments may use the proceeds of bond premiums to reduce public 

indebtedness or to help cover budget deficits.

Budget maneuvers  Onetime fiscal tactics used to create or maintain a balanced budget. They 

may include transferring special funds, reserves, or windfalls from legal settlements into the 

general fund; bringing a future year’s revenue into the current period; or pushing the cost of 

current expenditures into the future. 

Capital budget  Generally distinct from an operating budget, this document may include 

spending on land, buildings, structures, and equipment that is often financed by issuing 

municipal bonds or other borrowings.

Capital spending  Expenditures on land, buildings, roads, bridges, and other infrastructure, 

and on purchasing the equipment necessary for construction or maintenance.

Cash accounting  A common practice for state and local government budgets, it allows expen

ditures to be recognized when payments have been made. Similarly, cash accounting allows 

revenues to be recognized when they are anticipated. Most state and local budgets use cash 

accounting. Under cash accounting, for example, a large contract to buy computer equip
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ment in one year might not be recorded until the following year’s budget, when the bill for 

the acquisition is finally paid.

Comprehensive annual financial report  A report meeting Governmental Accounting Stan

dards Board recommendations that includes a state or local government’s audited financial 

statements for the fiscal year, as well as other information. 

Consensus revenue forecast  A projection of revenues, expenditures, or both developed in 

agreement between the executive and legislative branches, sometimes with input from out

side economists or business groups. 

Consolidated budget website  A website or a series of linked websites that includes not only 

a government’s latest proposed or enacted budget but also information such as budget pro

cesses, current and previous budgets, debt tables, or budget and economic forecasts.

Debt service  Also known as debt service requirement, this is the total amount necessary to 

pay interest and principal on outstanding bonds.

Deficit  According to GAAP, this reflects expenses outstripping revenues at the end of the year. 

It is not to be confused with a shortfall, which represents revenue shortages that accumulate 

during the year and may be eliminated by spending cuts, tax or fee hikes, or onetime actions 

to avoid a yearend deficit.

Expenditures  Funds that a government appropriates or budgets to provide public services. 

Forecasts  Estimates of future revenues and expenditures, used to help create and maintain 

a balanced budget.

Fund accounting  A public sector accounting approach that separates cash in the state trea

sury into the general fund, used for most services, and any special funds, such as those for 

hurricane relief or debt service. The division of all government money into separate funds is 

primarily intended to improve transparency.
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Generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP)  Guidelines set forth by the Governmental 

Accounting Standards Board to guide preparation of yearend annual reports for govern

ments. The guidelines reflect professional auditing standards established by the American 

Institute of Certified Public Accountants. Governmental entities are not required by law to 

follow GAAP accounting, but credit rating agencies may reflect any lack of GAAP methods 

in their assessments of credit quality. 

General fund  The main fund for financing a state or locality’s daytoday operations. It 

excludes capital expenditures in many states. General fund receipts typically exclude federal 

grants; tuition at state colleges; or special purpose levies, such as motor fuel taxes earmarked 

for highway maintenance.

Governmental Accounting Standards Board (GASB)  The body that sets standards for financial 

accounting and reporting practices by states and localities.

Infrastructure maintenance liability  The amount a state will need to provide to keep roads, 

bridges, and buildings in good working order. Although a number of states show the value 

of accumulated depreciation of assets in their annual reports, the scope and method of cal

culating the data can differ widely.

Legacy costs  The present value of unfunded liabilities for future public employee pension 

and other postretirement employee benefits, including health care. Some experts include the 

estimated cost of deferred infrastructure maintenance liabilities. Not fully funding govern

ment services delivered in a particular year represents a shift of obligations from current 

residents, who have already received the public services, to future generations.

Medicaid  A health care program for lowincome families and individuals jointly financed by 

the federal and state governments. States pay about 40 percent of Medicaid costs, on average, 

although some pay as little as 30 percent.

Midyear budget adjustment  Adjustments made during the fiscal year or biennium to the 

originally enacted budgetary expenditures. The changes usually result in reduced services, 

increased taxes or fees, or the use of onetime revenue actions, such as transfers from special 
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funds or asset sales, to cover any anticipated deficits.

Modified accrual basis of accounting  A method of accounting that recognizes revenues in the 

accounting period in which they become available and measurable.

Multiyear revenue and expenditure forecasts  Estimates of amounts expected to be brought in or 

spent that extend beyond the current fiscal year or biennium. The Volcker Alliance recommends 

at least three full years of such forecasts to qualify for designation as a multiyear forecast.

Municipal bonds  Debt obligations used by states, cities, counties, and other government 

entities, primarily for capital expenses such as schools, highways, hospitals, and prisons. 

Interest on municipal bonds is generally exempt from federal taxes and often from state taxes, 

although governments may also issue taxable debt. 

Municipal Securities Rulemaking Board (MSRB)  A selfregulatory organization created under 

the Securities Acts Amendments of 1975, it promulgates rules that protect investors in munici

pal bonds largely through oversight of US brokerdealers and banks. The MSRB provides 

prices on municipal bond trades and issuers’ financial disclosures on its Electronic Municipal 

Market Access website. 

One-time expenditures  Expenses that are nonrecurring and generally appear in only one budget.  

One-time revenues  Nonrecurring receipts. They should not be used to pay for ongoing expen

ditures, such as pay raises or new programs.

Other postemployment benefits (OPEB)  Future liabilities incurred by governmental entities 

for benefits other than pensions, such as health care, provided to retired public employees.

Pension bond  A debt instrument whose proceeds are used to fund a pension.

Public debt  Money owed by a government or an agency, such as municipal bonds to pay for 

a new bridge, or shortterm notes or loans to smooth cash flow until expected tax receipts 

are collected.
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Rainy day fund  A fiscal reserve that governments can tap to balance the budget or respond to 

emergencies. Also known as a budget stabilization fund or reserve fund.

Recurring expenditures  Also known as continuous appropriations, these are expenses, such 

as legislative salaries, that are made annually under mandates set forth in a statute or state 

constitution. They continue without requiring further action, even if the amounts change. 

Revenue volatility  Fluctuations in revenues that recur in multiple years, often because of the 

nature of the tax system.

Revenues  Funds that come mainly from tax collection, licensing fees, federal aid, fines, legal 

settlements, and returns on investment. In some cases, debt or upfront proceeds on financial 

transactions may be counted as revenue.

Scoop and toss  The practice of gaining budgetary relief by using the proceeds of a new bond 

issue to pay off maturing bonds while shifting debt service expenses to future years.

Special revenue funds  Funds constrained by statute or other restriction to a particular spend

ing area, such as workers’ compensation. These funds can be financed with tax dollars, grants 

from the federal government or other governmental entities, or gifts from individuals or 

private organizations.

Surplus  Budgeted funds that remain at the end of the fiscal year or biennium. Surpluses typi

cally occur when revenue collections are higher than anticipated or appropriations go unspent. 

Tax expenditure reports  Disclosures of budget revenues forgone by states through the use of 

tax exemptions, credits, and abatements. The contents of tax expenditure reports and value 

of forgone revenues may differ from reporting of tax credits, exemptions, and abatements 

mandated by the GASB in comprehensive annual financial reports.

Transfers  The shifting of resources from one fund to another, usually the general fund, often driven 

by executive order or legislative action. Such transfers are considered onetime revenues when 

the resources are used to subsidize the general fund with special funds in a single fiscal period. 
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APPENDIX B: Research Methodology

WHEN THE VOLCKER ALLIANCE BEGAN examining state fiscal and financial reporting 

practices in 2014, we were driven by one fundamental question: What makes up a balanced 

budget? This report’s analysis of the budget practices of the fifty US states is based on a 

revised questionnaire scrutinizing practices in five critical areas. 

Determining how each state defines a balanced budget requires an appreciation of the US 

as a collection of fifty sovereign entities rather than one homogenous unit. Each state controls 

its budgetary accounting systems and reporting practices. This results in presentations of 

information that may not be directly comparable across borders, including which data are 

available, how states define what those data points mean, and states’ underlying assumptions. 

To pursue our research, the Volcker Alliance joined forces with professors and students 

in public finance and budgeting programs at eight universities. Their work was guided by 

a standardized set of research questions on budget procedures created by Volcker Alliance 

staff in coordination with data experts at Municipal Market Analytics (MMA), a municipal 

finance consulting firm based in Concord, Massachusetts; and Katherine Barrett and Richard 

Greene, special project consultants to the Alliance. 

The considerable differences among states’ budgetary procedures led us to examine 

behaviors and outcomes as much as numbers. University research network members were 

encouraged to seek out information from a variety of sources, conduct interviews with current 

and former state budget and financial officials, and examine not only primary budget docu

ments but also financial disclosure filings containing relevant supplemental data. Research

ers’ responses were then reviewed by faculty advisers at the participating universities and by 

MMA consultants, and revised if necessary. MMA also performed a comprehensive review of 

responses across all states, normalizing the results to account for any discrepancies among 

researchers’ findings. The focus on adherence to best practices, combined with the normal

ization process, resulted in a relatively high level of comparability among states’ budgetary 

performance. 

While we attempted to keep the scoring and grading systems as simple as possible, some 

variation among budget categories was necessary to most accurately reflect states’ success 

in implementing budgetary best practices. Save for the legacy costs category, which was 

assessed on three factors, categories were scored on the adherence to best practices on four 

equally weighted budget indicators, each measured by a research question or set of related 
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questions. Here is how we determined the grades:

•  The Budget Forecasting category was graded on a state’s using a consensus revenue 

forecast; having a reasonable rationale for revenue growth projections based on his

torical revenue and economic growth trends; producing multiyear revenue forecasts; 

and generating multiyear expenditure forecasts. 

•  The Budget Maneuvers category was graded on a state’s using onetime actions to 

create shortterm budget fixes, often to the detriment of longterm budget sustain

ability. Research questions related to onetime actions were grouped into four types of 

budget maneuvers, and states received credit for each type they succeeded in avoiding. 

Onetime actions included funding recurring expenses with debt; funding recurring 

expenses with the proceeds of asset sales or by tapping future revenues; deferring a 

current year’s recurring expenditures; and covering general fund expenditures with 

transfers from other funds. 

•  The Legacy Costs category was graded on a state’s willingness to meet obligations for 

public employee pensions and other postemployment benefits (OPEB). Thirty per

cent of a grade was determined by a state’s actuarially required or determined con

tribution (ARC or ADC) for OPEB. Thirtyfive percent of the category grade was based 

on whether the state made its public employee pension ARC or ADC, and thirtyfive 

percent was based on the state’s pension funded ratio, which represents the amount of 

assets available to cover promised benefits. While it is best for states to make the full 

payment that actuaries determine is necessary every year, missing such a contribution 

is of greatest concern to states with high unfunded liabilities. 

•  The Reserve Funds category was graded on a state’s having a reserve fund disburse

ment policy; having a reserve fund replenishment policy; tying reserves to historic 

trends in revenue volatility; and having a positive reserve or general fund balance at 

the beginning of each fiscal year. 

•  The Transparency category was graded on the extensiveness and usefulness of a state’s 

financial disclosure practices. States received credit for having a consolidated budget 

website; disclosing outstanding debt and debt service cost tables; providing informa

tion on deferred infrastructure maintenance costs; and providing cost estimates for 

tax expenditures. 

All states received a letter grade ranging from A to Dminus, the lowest possible, for each 

budget category for fiscal 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018, and 2019. The annual numerical scores were 
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averaged to produce the fiveyear average letter grades for each budget category for each of 

the fifty US states. 

Insights gained through several Truth and Integrity in State Budgeting studies allowed us 

to refine the research questions, method, and process. These changes improved the accuracy 

and crossstate comparability of the research results but in some cases resulted in discrepan

cies between this report and the previous three fiftystate Truth and Integrity in State Budget-

ing reports, released in October 2017, December 2018, and February 2020. A reexamination 

of fiscal 2019, which was only preliminarily studied in the report released in February 2020, 

allowed researchers to capture budgetary actions that had not yet been taken at the time of 

the earlier assessment and to use documents that were previ ously unavailable. 

Scoring and grading methodology were revised to more accurately assess and compare 

states’ adherence to best practices. More exact and uptodate public employee pension fund

ing data were used in making assessments in the Legacy Costs category, which also included 

a change in GASB rules for state financial reporting. Pension funding ratios were compiled by 

Bloomberg as of the end of the fiscal year in question. Results released in this report—includ

ing for fiscal years covered in previous reports—reflect the updated assessment standards and 

methods. That allows for yearoveryear comparisons of all five fiscal years studied throughout 

the Volcker Alliance’s fouryear research initiative and examined in this report.
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